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CHAPTER I 

THE NAME YAHWEH .AND EXODUS 3:14 

The concern which proapte thia paper 1• the practical 

task of proclamation. Amidst the cultural and philosophical 

influences of any age, the Christian preacher 1a called on 

to proclaim, within the framework of a particular language, 

the God who baa revealed B1 .. elf to men. Thia necea•arily 

involves him in the problem of tran•lat1ng the lanauage of 

Ge;•d •s Word to one which will 001111Unioate to hie hearere. 

Throughout th1a process, howeYer, there le one el•ent which 

remaine relatively unaffected: the Name. Thue, through the 

simple pronounoeaent of the name "Jeaue" the preacher ha• 

moat clearly and unaabiguouel)' denoted that Peraon upon whoa 

a Christian•• faith reate. Further, even th1a naae itaelf 

states something about the nature of thie Peraon, for ae 

Matthew tells ue, "you ahall call hie nau Jeaua, for he will 

save his people from their •lna" (Matthew 1:21). Thu• it 1• 

"Jesue" whioh conveya the objeotlve oontut of God'• revela

tion in a manner comnicable betwu aen. Aa Lather point• 

out to Eraaaua, Jeeua in fact enl1ghtene the entire conte11t 

(ree) of Scrlpture.1 -
1Mart1n Luther, The Bonda~e of the Will, tn•lated froa 

the Latin by J. I. Packer and • I. J°obiiton <••hood, Kew 
Jeraey: l'lealng H. Revell Coapany, a.19&7), p. 71. 
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An acceptance of the a1gn1f1cance of thla fact is impor

tant as a Christian encounters God'• revelation in the Old 

Testament. Because of Jeaua, an exegete can evaluate this 

written Word with full knowledge of lta content and pul'polle. 

Thus he can see in the name "Yahweh" a means whereby God'• 

reality was proclaimed among men even before God broke into 

history in human form and factually fulfilled His purpoae. 

With this perspective a Christian can understand further Why 

the two essential elements involved in the name "Jesus" are 

less clear in ''Yahweh." (1) The object to which the naae 

"Yahweh" points baa not been presented before men as Jeaua 

has; (2) The meaning of the name "Yahweh" itself is not made 

as explicit as the name ttJena" which is connected with the 

concept of Savior. 

This second point, however, cannot be categorically made 

without a c~reful evaluation of tbe one Old Testament paaaage 

which gives some indication of being an explanation of thia 

name, Exodus 3:14. Here God answers Kosea• question 1n 

regard to His name w1 th the phrase ;J .~ ~ ~ ,IJ~ 
·.· -."' 

continues in verse 15 with the aaaertlon, "Yahweh~ •• la ay 

name forever." Thua if there la any aean:lng which un oan 

humanly understand in the name "Yahweh" :lt ta :ln teraa of Rla 

being the -n, n ~. And yet, Yi th or wlthout thla oozmeotion, 
·: : •.• 

it ta laportant to r-llber that even at thia atage God baa 

revealed Bimaelf. Be ha• given ... • •••1111 bJ wbloh he can 

uniquely designate the true God by name. 'l'be iaportanoe of 
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this name in the Old Testament bears a correspondence to the 

name "Jesus" today. Here is the one means by which a human 

being can designate God in a way which transcends the problems 

and probability involved in any human statement about God. 

That yrhich the name "Yahweh" communicates is still of 

prime importance, however. Either it is a means to point to 

a particular object or there must be meaning in the name 

itself; otherwise it is a name which signifies nothing. It 

is with this in mind that this paper is directed specifically 

to Exodus 3:140 Here, if nny place, there is a statement 

which expresses the significance of the name itself .. This 

statement, however, is apparently not a name. That is, its 

significance is not determined by a simple designation of 

that towards which it points. Rather, it is a meaningful 

phrase which by its very nature raises the issue which the 

name itself avoids, that is, the hermeneutical question. 

Thus in a desire to grasp the significance of the name ''Yahweh" 

this paper must first deal with Exodus 3:14 itsel.1 as a her

meneutical problem. Then it must attempt to establiah the 

relationship between this phrase and the naae 'Which best 

illuminates the significance of this name. 

Chapter two therefore la a schematic presentation of the 

various hermeneutical methods which have been employed .to 

determine the meaning of ~ ~-~ ~ ... ~,.; \\\~~. This evaluation ... - : · .. . 

does not pretend to exhaust :.tll the ingenious conoluaiona 

which man has developed. In fact, for the most part particular 
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conclusions are avoided in an attempt to clarify the methods 

which lie behind them. There are three reasons for this 

approach: (1) It serves to summarize the main approaches 

which interpreters have already used to express the meaning 

of this text; (2) It suggests a further method, or o combina

tion of several methods, which forms the basis for the partic

ular evaluation with which the bulk of this paper is 

concerned; (3) It makes clear the methodological limitation 

of any method so that the final results of this paper will be 

placed into their proper setting. 

The method chosen and applied in chapter three is based 

primarily on that of form analysis. And yet there is a 

decided difference due to the particular question to which 

this paper is addressed. This present study is concerned 

only with one particular relationship: that between a name 

and the wora-play ossocioted with it. Thus it is the struo

ture of individual passages which is examined while the 

relationship of these passages to their literary units or 

oral background plQya a secondary role. This then is not 

form analysis in the strict sense, though it ta closer to 

this method than to any other. 

Specifically the methodology adopted in chapter three is 

as follows: (1) Criteria are set up to det8l'llill8 which pae

saees are to be examined; (I) Theae P••••cea are grouped 

according to similarities in content and oharaoteriatio marka; 

(3) The form of tbeae pasaages is examineds (4) The 
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relationship between the name and the word-play is evaluated; 

(5) The relationship between the word-play and context is 

examined. Then in ob.apter four Exodus 3:14 is evaluated in 

terms of the preceding data. 

Since the method followed by this paper is specifically 

directed to an examination of the relationship between a name 

and its corresponding word-play, it is not surprising that 

the conclusions arrived at in chapter four ore in these terma. 

However, it is of some significance that the method leads to 

both positi .. ,e and negative results. Basically there are three 

conclusions: (1) Though there appears to be no specific 

relationship between the structure of Exodus 3:14 and the 

naming formula found in the majority of the passages evalu

~ted, this passage too seems to have a definite structure; 

(2) As in all the naming passages, Exodus 3:14 is apparently 

not intended to be an etymological explanation of the name; 

(3) Exodus 3:14 does seem to reflect an integral connection 

with the content of the immediate context which ia also often 

found in naming passages. Thus this passage shows signs of 

being a stylized play on .the name "Yahweh" in terms of the 

context. Again, however, it should be emphasized that these 

suggestions are not intended as descriptive of the full 

significance of this passage. They are simply an attempt to 

express the results to which the method ohooan has led. How

ever, this writer does feel they set guidelines which should 

be taken into account in any future exegesis of thia paaaage. 
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In terms of the basic concern which prompts this paper 

these oonclusions ~re disappointing. It was hoped that some

thing more positive could be said about the significance ot 

the name "Yahweh." There are, however, two important con

solations: (1) The nuthor of Exodus 3:14 points the hearer 

to that aspect of the nama which is basic within the scope of 

the Old Testament. In terms o'f the conte.."tt it becomes clear 

that Yahweh is \\ ~3:'~ in the sense that He is actually with 

man in the course of man•s history. That is, this God who 

remains partially veiled can also be seen as He guides the 

llistory of His people; (2) The Christian onn see the reality 

and purpose of this God who revealed Himself as Yahweh through 

the clarity which has been presented before us in Jes~s. 

Here it is well to keep in mind the perspective of Luther aa 

he remarked to Erasmus: 

I cert~inly grant that many iassages in the Scriptures 
are obscure and hard to eluo date, but that ia due, not 
to the exalted nature of their subject, but to our own 
linguistic and gramaatical ignorance; and it doea not 
in any way pr§vent us from knowing the contents (res) 
of Scripture. 

Thus, in proclaiming the olarlty of Soripture through the 

name "Jesus," God's revelation ot the name ''Yahweh" alao 

receives its content and aign1f1oanae. Though un can par

tially see the reality of Yahweh in teru of Bia beiDS ~ ~ ~ ~ 

to Hia people, it la "Jeaus" which point• aan to thia reality 

·through God B1•elt ooainc before un. 

2Ibid., p. 71. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS WHICH HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED 

TO UNDERSTAND EXODUS 3:14 

This chapter is not intended to exhaust all the sug

gestions concerning the meaning of s\" "':'\ ,w ~ "i\, s'\ ~ and 
' : : •.· ·: --: -: : ·: 

its relationship to the name "Yahweh." In tact, it deals 

only indireotly with particular conclusions offered by the 

various commentators. The primary concern is rather to 

clarify the various methods which are involved in these con

clusions. Due to the fact that commentators normally use 

more than one method to support their concluaiona, full 

justice is not done to the total argument behind aome of the 

suggestions noted below. However, the pre9ent writer feels 

justified in this approach because he is not evaluattna theae 

concluaiona. Rather, hia concern la to isolate methods for 

three reasons: (1) Thia examination will enable one to •ee 
which method• have been extenaively uaecl and which are rela

tively untried; (2) These aethoda will acheaaticallJ present 

the manner by 'Which OOllllentatore have already tried to under

stand this pasaage; (3) Each of theae methods will be •hcnrn 

to be 1:1.aited to oonolua:l.01111 whloh are :l.n term of the -1:hod 

itself. Additional lillitatioDS oan be aea in the fact that 

IQ08t method• can only yield probable result• and :l.n the fact 

that the validity of the aethod itaelf ia aoaetta .. in queatton. 
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On the baa1a of the above thi'ee reaaona this chapter can 

be seen to have an introductory role in ter1111 of the general 

purpose of thia paper. Pint, thia chapter will serve •• the 

basis upon which the particular method which 111 devised and 

applied in chapter three is deter11ined. Thia method arises 

in part by noting which methods have been moat extensively 

used and which might fruitfully bear further study. Second, 

this chapter serves to present the way• by which Exodua 3:14 

has already been interpreted. Such an examination is a 

necessary preliminary to any further exposition ot this pas

sage. Third, this chapter points out the fact that a method 

inherently possesses various limitations. Any method is 

limited in the sense that it oDly evaluates the data in terma 

of itself. But beyond thia the fact that more than one con

clusion is often possible by meana of a particular method 

indicates that such a method can only yield a certain degree 

of probability as to the aeaning of a passage. One further 

limitation may be noted ln evaluating the validity of the 

method itself. Thus, such conclusions aa can be derived b7 

the rabbinic method or by myatio oonteaplatioa are not con

sidered by aoet coatem:porar,- exegete& to be legitiate. It 1• 

with a recognition of all theae posatble 111litatiOD8 that the 

conolaaiona of tht• paper are offered. 

Tata1l llethod 

Three •thoda u7 be isolated whioh deal with the 
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external form and structure of the written text itself. The 

purpose of these methods is to evaluate the meaning of the 

passage by first determining the extent to which its external 

structure influences the way the meaning ia conveyed. 

One approach is the text critical aethod. Moat 0011U11en

tators recognize the importance of first determining the 

correct text. In Exodus 3:14 there is no textual problem as 

a glance at the critical apparatus of Kittel'& Btblia Hebraioa 

will make olear.1 However, in terms ot content several 

suggestions tor an emendation here have been made. One of 

the most widely accepted is that of Albright who suggests that 

the passage be read as a Blphil, i\ .. 's\"' ,~ :-: n " n" in the .. . . .. .. - : •: : -
sense of, "He causes to be what 00111es lnto existenoe.02 One 

other example is that of Cheyne who emend• the text to read 

simply , ~,,: , "Ashshur," the reat being omitted since both 
·. -

i1, il ~ •s are said to be a corruption ot another form ot 
-: : ~· 

Asbshur•s name , , -rr ~ :< , the first a gloss, and the second 

dittograpby.3 Finally there are those who would eliminate 

lnudolf Kittel, editor, liblia Bebraica, twelfth edi
tion~ (Stuttgarts Privilea. wirii. ilbeianeialt, o.1981), 
p. Bz. 

2w1111aa P. Albright, "Contribution• to Biblical Arche
olou and Pbilllo11: Tbe Kaae Yahweh," Journal of Bt.blioal 
Literature, XLIII (1924), 3T7. 

\ 

31-. It. CheJDe, Traditlona and Ballet• of Anolent Iarael 
(Lon.dons Ada• and Cbllriea iiaoi, !§df), pp. mid-Si. 
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all or part of the verse as a gloss on the basts of oontent.4 

We can note two points in conclusion; (1) Already it 1• 

clear that methods inevitably overlap and depend on one 

another as the example of Albright shows in particular. 

Though the mere suggestion that the tat be emended in terms 

of a causative understanding sounds a bit arbitrary, a glance 

at the euppo~t for this under the method of comparative lin

guistics at least shows that this suggestion is not purely a 

subjective guesB; (2) Even if this method were able to stand 

alone, it has the same internal limitations which can be seen 

also in each method which follows. Namely, each method when 

applied yields only a positive or negative conclusion which 

is necessarily in terms of the method itself. In other words, 

all one can say at this point is that there is no textual 

evidence which suggests Exodus 3:14 is not authentic. Bo,rever, 

on the basis ot content, which involves other methods, there 

is a possibility that an emendation is necessary. In any 

case, all the interpreter can say when he applies this, or 

any other method, 1s that the evidence is related to it posi

tively, negatively, or to some degree of probability. Thus 
. 

no abagle method can yield unequivocably the "meaning" of 

4Por example some say verse 11 la a better auver to 
Moeea' cau••tlon in.,_... 13. In tbl• reapeot aee Martin Hoth, 
Exodus, tranalated from the German by J. s. Bowden (London: 
§cl Preas, 1989) 1 p. 31. others contend that vene 14b 1• 
the answer and 14a therefore an eaendation. For this view 
aee Willia• B. Arnold "The divine••• in Bzodua 3114," 
Journal of Biblical Literature. XXIV (1905), 112 • 
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this text. On the other hand, any method which bears I posi

tive relationship with the evidence is useful. 

A second method ia by means of the literary source hypo

thesis. Those who aooept this approach normally assign 

Exodus 3:14 to the Elohiat. 5 Though there are some who would 

like to assign it to J6 , most who oppose ascribing this text 

to the E source do so as a result of their denial of the 

source hypothesis in genera17 or because they feel a literary 

souroe does not do justice to the uniqueness of this particular 

passage. 8 

Thus the value of the source hypothesis as a method by 

which Exodus 3:14 is clarified is certainly debatable. When 

examining this passage alone, the possibility that it ia the 

product of the Elohist does not contribute appreciably to on 

understanding ot what the words themselves mean. However, 

when this passage is interpreted in terms of other passages, 

this method should be taken into account in evaluating valid 

relationships. 

5see tor example B. 11'. Anderson, "God, names of," The 
Inti;yrrter•e Dlotiona11 of the Bible, edited by George-r; 
But r o (Wew fork: lb ngdon Presa, 1982), II, 409. 

6s1gmund Kowinkel, "The Naae of the God of !loeea," 
Hebrew 'Dillon College Annual, XXXII (1981), 122. 

7•. B. Segal, "El, ·Eloh1•, and 11IW1I in tbe Bible," Jenab 
Quarterlz -Review, XLVI (195~), 89. 

~rtln ·Buber, Yoaea (Kew York: Harper Torobbooka, 1948), 
PP· M-ss. 
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A third method is to analyze the form of the text. The 

purpose of this approach is to determine the epecifio literary 

structure which constitutes the framework within which a pas

sage is found. For example, Norman Habel bas suggested that 

Exodus 3:1-12 rnight best be understood as a "Call Narrative." 

In noting the structural similarities between the call of 

Gideon in Judges 6 and the call of Moses, Habel suggests 

these component parts: 9 

Judfes .Exodus 
I. Divine Confrontation 6:lb-12a §:i-3, 4a 

II. Introductory Word 6:12b-13 3:4b-9 

Ill. Commission 6:14 3:10 

IV. Objection 6:15 3:11 (3:13) 

v. Reassurance 6:16 3:12a (3:14) 

VI. Sign 6:17 3:12 

In this structure God's statement ~ ~ ~ s\~~~ is to be 
"\ . 

understood as the primary word of reassurance. Then when 

Moses reiterates his objection in terms of a lack of knowing 

i"\, n ~ is repeated in an even more force-
:· ! · : 

ful form n ~? ~ il'st~. ·.· : ·: 
Hence structurally Exodus 3:14 

can be viewed as a forcefully repeated reassurance.10 

To the knowledge of this writer this is the only 

9Norman Babel, "The Form and Signitioanoe of the Call 
Narratives," Zeitaohrift ttfr die Alttatamentliche Wiaaen
sohaft, LXXVII (1965), 298-304. The paper lists the beading• 
found in this section of Babel's essay. 

10 i 3 ... .!!!..J!.. , p. o •• 
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suggestion ae to a possible literary structure for the con

text involving Exodus 3:14. Because thia method hae not been 

extensively used and because it aeema to be a good means to 

evaluate the relationship between the name and its word-play 

which la the concern of this paper, it provides the baaia for 

the methodology determined and applied in chapter three. 

Grammatical Method 

Grammar might be defined as the rules by which words are 

put together in order to fora aentenoea. Thus it is important 

to examine the structure of Exodus 3:14 grallllllatically. 

Buber hae suggested that there la aome importance to the 

fact that verae 14 anawera a queation introduced by the inter

rogative pronoun s1 o rather than ~ o. According to Buber, 

~ n would be used to aak what the name itself ia. 

however, la not ••king for the revelation of a new name but 

rather for the meaning and character of the naae which waa 

already known.11 

There are a aurprlaing number of UJII to look at the 

grammar involved in n ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~: il~ ~ ~ • In tera of form, 

it la aiaplat to underatand n' ~ ':\ •• a flrat peraon, co-on .. . .. . . . 
gender, aingular, of i\ " i\ which aisht be God•• way of B:la

aelf pronouncing the third peraon, uaouline ai11S11lar fora, 

i1 .. s\" , (or il \ i\"' ) , which ta aan•a way of saying the ... : . 

llauber, pp. 48-49. 
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same thing.12 Taking this a Qal imperfect, however, raises 

the translation problem aa to whether thi• phrase really 

expresses that which is conveyed by the English future 

tense.13 But beyond this is the desire of many scholars to 

emend the text and read the Qal as a Hiphil, "He causes to be 

what oomea into ex1stence."14 Against this is the tact that 

there 1a no known exa111ple of i\ ' it in the Hlphil, the 

causative being expressed by the Piei.15 

The word which moat determines the structure ot this 

verse la .~~. Taken alone it appears aiaply to be a rela-
·.· -: 

tive pronoun. Sohild suggests, however, that it be understood 
/ as an indicator for the subordination of the following 'i1, 11". 

·: : ... 
'lben the phrase would be in effect a verbal sentence with the 

subject n '" -s and the predicate, the relative clause , ~,: 
·: : •: -: - : 

'i1 , n :-: , hence ttJ am (the) one who la" or "l aa He who 1a. n16 
._. : ·: 

In addition to this poes1bll1ty is that ot Wellhauaen who 

understand• the 114' x in a cauaal senae w1 th the meaning ·: --: 

llA. B. Davidson, "God," A Diationarr ot the Bible, 
edited by Jaaa Baatinp (EdiabUrgb: f. and t. ciari, 1899), 
II, 199. 

13aa)'llond Abba, "The DlYine Bau Yahweh," Journal of 
Biblloal Literature, LXXX (1981), 324. 

l'w1111aa P. Albright; l'roa thl Stone Ale to Cbrlatlanitz 
(Baltlaore: Jolula Bop1d.• Pr••, Ii II), p. i A. 

15 ~bb•, p. 325. 

181. Sohlld, "On Ezoctu• 3:14," Vetua TMtaaentga, IV 
(1954), 197 • 
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"I am for (sintemal) I am."17 Most c01111Dentators, however, 

look at this phrase as an idem per idem form and sot~ be 

translated "I am what I am." 

It is striking that even within these three words there 

are so many grammatical suggestions. Certainly an under

standing of gralllJDar is essential. However, even here the 

interpreter is faced with many posslbllitiea all of which are 

more or leas probable. 

Comparative and Developaental llethode 

The methods of examining context and parallel pausages 

need no introduction and little elaboration. However, several 

examples will be cited to show that here too the exegete can

not avoid facing up to various poaaible ways to evaluate his 

evidence. Raymond Abba, for example, feels that Ezodue 3:14 

can best be understood in terms of the promise which precede• 

it ( l '? ~ s\ ~ ~~ Exodus 3:12) and follon it (Exodus 4:12, 

15) as an emphatic aaaertion of God's saving preaence.18 

llowinkel, on the other hand, prefers to think that the con

text indicatea that n ~. ~ ~ le a kind of ayatio paa111JOrd which 

was Jloaes' validation before the eldera in Egypt.19 A number 

17Ju11ue Wellhauaen, Die Co~ition dea Bexateuoha und 
der Bietoriaabea Blloher dea Aii~eataaeat• (fourth edllionJ 
Aeriln: Waiter de Giuyier aid coiipiny, lib), p. '10. 

18Abba, pp. 325-28. 

1911o1,1n1ce1, p. 126. 
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of others take Exodus 3:14 as an expression of indefiniteneaa 

(that ia, "I am whoever I om") and conclude in terms of the 

context that although a definite name 1a revealed, the quali

ties related to this name are here indicated to be indefinite.20 

The possibility of various choices becomes even more 

evident in terms of parallel passages. Here especially it is 

clear that the passages which are chosen aa being "parallel" 

depend almost entirely on that which the cOlllllentator ia 

trying to prove. Por example, those Who accept the idem per 

~ construction of Exodus 3:14 usually point to Exodus 33:19 

to corroborate their position.21 Schild, in support of "I am 

he who is," cites a similar construction in I Chronicles 

21:17.22 This kind of usage of parallel passages is, however, 

obvious and not at all surprising. It is important though to 

see the value as well as the relativity involved in this 

approach. 

A newer method involves comparative linguistics. With 

the increased knowledge of the language and customs of thoae 

people who lived around the Iaraelitea it is only natural 

that scholars are beginning to note external relationahipa 

20Theodorua Chriatiaan Vrlezen, "Enje aaer ehje," Peat
Sohrift Alfred Bertholet (Tllblngen: J. c. B. Mohr, 1950), 
p. !t>1. Xiao aee lotb, p. 45. 

21DaYid x. Preedllan, "The Kame of tbe God of Moa•," 
Journal ot Bibliaal Literature, LXXIX (1980), 153-M. 

31Sohild, p. 301. 
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and influences on the meaning of the biblical text. Though 

there may be some value in this pursuit, it too is involved 

in the problems of relativ,.ty and self-limitations. Two 

examples will make this clear. 

Norman Walker has attempted to establish a linguistic 

connection between Egyptian concepts and Moses• use of the 

"I am" formula. He notes a similarity between the name of 

the Egyptian moon god, I H, and the first two lettera of the 

Tetragrammaton, Y H. The epithet, W H, he feels can be traced 

to the Egyptian custom of adding "one" to the mime of the 

deity they wished to regard as supreme. Thus Y H became 

Y H - W H, Yah is one. But Moses knew this would not impress 

his· people in Egypt and that he needed a new and striking 

interpretation ot this name. While sojourning with the 

Kenites he noted that the name "Yahweh" was similar in sound 

to the Egyptian IWI, meaning "I am." So for Moses and Israel 

Yahweh was equated with the Egyptian I WI, which traDBlated 
23 into Hebrew is n ~-~ ~ .. 

The second example is that of Albright which baa been 

noted above. llethodologioally, however, the support for hia 

Hiphil understanding of Exodus 3s14 depend• primarily on com

parative linguiatica. He notea that Egyptian text• of the 

second millenium B.C. J1peak often of a god who oauaea to coae 

23xorman Walker, "Yahwin and the DiYine Ba11e 'Yahweh'" 
Zeitschrift ttfr die Altteata11eDtliahe Wiaaenaobllft, LXX (1ias), 
iei-dS. 
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into existence. Thus his interpretation is based on numerous 

Egyptian and Aocadian texts of pre-Mosaic days which "swarm 

with illustrations of this."24 

Other examples might be cited here which suggest that 

linguistically Exodus 3:14 has nothing to do with the name 

"Yahweh" and that it was simply made np to make sense out of 

a name which was not understood.25 However, enough has been 

said to make clear that however valuable this approach may be, 

it too has limitations in that more than one conclusion is 

possible. 

A similar method is that of comparative religions. 

There has been some attempt to explain the content of Exodus 

3:14 in terms ot religious practices of other worshipping 

communities. Negatively, Rowley does not mention this parti

cular passage in connection with the Kenite hypothesis, for 

he makes no claim to be dealing with the ultimate origin of 

Yahwism. 26 On the positive side, Buber feels that Exodus 3:14 

can be understood in terms of Esn,tian magic practices. It 

ns common belief among the Egyptians that anyone who knew a 

24Albright. From the stone AJe to Chriatlanitz, p. 198. 
25 

See for example, Theopblle Jaw Meek, Hebrew OZ'ialna 
(New Yorks Harper Torcbbooka, 1980), p. 108. X •laliar point 
of view ia retleoted bJ A. B. Sayoe, "Tbe Name \\ , s\"' , " 
§zpoeltorz Tiaea, XIX (1907-08), 826. 

26u. B. RowleJ Proa Joaeph to Joahua (Londons Oxford 
Uni vanity Presa, 1948), of. pp. 1U-8b aiid eapeoiallJ p. USG 
where the author atatea that bl• hypoth•l• do• not pretend 
to aolve the ultimate origin ot Yahwi811. 
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person's true name and how to pronounce 11: could gain control 

of him. God too could be controlled it invoked correctl7. 

Buber suggests therefore that the revelation at the burning 

bush ia simpl7 a demagiclzed view.of religion as the Iaraeliteta 

knew it from Egypt. The first "I am" says in effect that God 

does not need to be conjured for Be la alwaya present. The 

second clause states Bia continual presence, however, in Bis 

own terms and not man•a.27 

There is certainly some possible value in this method. 

However, it runs into a special problem in that there is a 

qualitative difference between the object of Israel'• worship 

and that of other oommunitiee. Though by this method un can 

note important difterenoea, there is a danger in that he will 

conclude too much on the baaia of aimilaritiea. 

Another method conaiata in noticing poaalble theological 

or verbal developments whioh may indicate how the present 

text arose. One suggestion in th:la regard is that prlllitive 

man, confronted at some point by an Uberweltlich power, 

uttered some aort ot cr'7.. It can be ahown that auoh criea 

exist which aound much 11Jce "Jahu" or ''Yahuva. "28 Therefore 

"Yahweh" might orig:lullJ have been one of theae cries which, 

:lf anything, meant nothing aore than "O-Be." lloaea, then, on 

27auber, PP• sa-ss. 
18audolph otto, Dae GefUbl d• Uberweltliohea (llllnabens 

C. B. Beak, 1932), P• lib. 
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a more personal confrontation may have recognized a deeper 

relationship between God and Bia people. Thus he ezpreaaea 

this confrontation in Exodus 3:14 by reinterpreting the old 

cry "Yahweh" in terms of the God who is now the present one 

with Bis people.29 

Others, however, have pointed out that this development 

could just as easily have gone the other way. Por example, 

the name st\ n " betrays an ancient 'I and even in verse 15 is 

clearly connected with the patriarchs. Further, such a fora 

aa "Yahu" can also be explained as a shortened form of 

''Yahweh" rather than the other way around, for "Yahu" 1• a 

perfectly regular jussive fol'11.38 Thus the method of showing 

how concepts develop containa the aame aspects of probability 

which can be noted in most methoda. 

EtJ1DOloglcal Method 

The purpose of this method ie to expreae the significance 

of individual words in ter1111 of their root or basic meaning. 

In Exodus 3:14 there is in fact only one word to analyze in 

this fashion, naaely "i\ ''il ~ or in it• root fora it'll • But ... : ... 
even in thia quest co•entatora are not agreed. 

Pirat, there is some doubt•• to what the root aeaning 

29Buber, p. so and p. 55. 

30Albrlght, "Contributio1111 to Biblical Archeology and 
Pbilol~s The Nau Yahweh," Journal of Bibltoal Literature, 
XLIII (1924), 374. 
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of 'i"\ " ~ (or i1 ~ "i\ ) actually is. In its original f<>r1D 1 t 

might have meant "to fall" or "to blow•" hence n \ s\" might 

have indicated an object such as a stone believed to have 

fallen from heaven, or perhaps he waa considered the god of 

wind or storm.31 Goitein, however, suggests that the root ts 

actually il ".l n and that it means "desire." Thus "Yahweh" 
T -

is the "Passionate One" and Exodus 3&14 means "I shall 

passionately love whom I love."32 

Even those who accept ~" ~ in the oommon sense of "to 

happen" or "to be" have difficulty in determining precisely 

what thought this Hebrew word actually expresses. Ratchow, 

tor example, devotes a whole treatise to an attempt to get at 

the significance of this word. Be concludes that its meaning 

changes. At tirst "i1 "" was understood as expressing that 

point where "being" and "effecting" meet. Then the word was 

used to show that the real center of lite and history ,ma 

Yahweh. Exodus 3:14 reflects this meaning. Gradually, how

ever, the word takes on a more secularized sense and siaply 

relates to points of fact. Finally, with the Greek influence, 

the abstract oonoept of ~ ~via connected with iPil and it 

31J. l'rederiok lloCurdy, "Name of God-Biblical Data," 
The Jewiab Enoyolopedia (Bew Yorks Punk and Wapalla Coapany, 
1912), if, iio-di. 

32s. D. Gottein, "IBIB the Pas9lonate," Vetua T•ta11eDtua, 
VI (1956), 5. 
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begins to be used as a mere copulative.33 Boman too devotes 

a number of pages to an attempt to express the significance 

of ~ 'ij. His conclusions do not differ appreoiably from 

those of Ratchow, tor he too expresses the position that 

Exodus 3:14 communicates Yahweh in terms of Bis dynamic and 

effective being. 34 This active meaning of it" 'fi as opposed 

to a sense of "pure being" is emphasized by the majority of 

commentators.35 

There is not complete agreement, however. For example, 

Edmund Jacob states that the Hebrews could define God as "Be 

who is" as over against things which are temporary.36 Thus, 

even this method, despite its necessity, does not leave a 

commentator with a feeling of complete certainty even as to 

the meaning of TI ''i\ • Beyond this, even if the meaning were 

fully known it has yet to be established whether there la an 

33carl Heintz Ratschow, Werden und Wirken (Berlin: Alfred 
TSpelmann, 1941), p. 85. The meanlnp of tbl• word are 
explained in detail through Ratschow'a treatise. However, the 
section froa page 79 to page 86 augg88ta this historical 
development of the word which is noted in this paragr~ph. 

34Thorliet Boman, Hebrew Thought Ci!ared with Greek, 
tranalated :fro• the Gerun 6., Jui• t. reau (Pbliadeiph1a: 
Westminater Presa, 1960), p. 49. 

35see. Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Th*<>logy , translated 
from the Gerun by D. M. G. staiier (Rew fork: Harper and Row, 
c.1983)_ I, 180. Or, Johannes Bluel, "Jahwe," Xeue Klrchliohe 
Zeit•o:tarlft, XL (1929), 814. Alao see, A. B. I>i1Yldaon, the 
Tbeoioff ol the Old Te•tamt (Bew York: Cbarl• Sorlbner•a 
Sou, ii), p. 88. oi6en too oould be added. 

36Ednmnd Jacob, TheolP.Z of the Old Teata1191lt, translated 
from the French b., Ar&ur 71eaboote and Philip J. Allcock 
(Hew York: Harper and Row, 1955), p. a1. 
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etymological connection between ~ '\tl°' and u, 's\ which is 

intended by the author. 

Culturally Influenced Kethoda 

One of the greatest influences on the methodology of any 

interpreter ls that exerted by the total frame of reference 

which governs the way in which the interpreter himself thinkll 

and speaks. This influence is often so obvious that it ia 

difficult to see. However, a look at the way various com

mentators have expressed the meaning of Exodus 3:14 to their 

particular culture will point to the importance of grasping 

and admitting the influence one's own culture bas on any 

attempt to express the meaning of a text. 

One of the most obvious and important influences affec

ting an understanding of Exodus 3:14 was the translation of 

it into the Greek language and therefore the Greek world of 

thought. . ' . Thus, it ls through the €~w 6'J'-' o ~" of the 

Septuagint, whioh becomes the "ego aum qui sum" in the Vulgate 

that n concern for God's "being" is placed into this passage. 

Therefore it is not surprising to find Augustine citing this 

passage as substantiation for his conoern to expreaa God'• 

unchangeable belns.37 Here also Athanaaiua find• proof tor 

37Auguatlne, "City of God" Nicene and Post Kioene 
Pathen, edited bJ Philip Scshait (liiffaioa clirlatiin Lltua
ture company, 1888), II, 152. 
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God's oneness,38 Gregory of Nyssa emphasizes God's existence,39 

and Thomas Aquinas sums them all up by stressing that this 

passage truly names God according to His essence as "He who 

is."40 

Moving on historically one can see theological concerns 

coming through as Luther points to the fact that man through 

his own efforts cannot even name God,41 while Calvin finds 

God here pointing to His divine glory.42 Skipping to more 

recent times Franz Pieper suggests that God has here explained 

His name both etymologically and essentially as "pure 

being."43 Finally, it should be noted that contemporary 

existentialists concerned predominantly with "being" often 

38.Athanasius, ''Four d1scourse8 against the Arians," 
Nicene and Post Nicene Pathera, edited by Philip Schaff 
(Buffalo: Christian Literature Company, 1886), IV, 433. 

39oregory of Nyssa, "Against Eunomius," Nicene and Poat 
Nicene Pathera, edited by Philip Schaff (Buffalo: c6rlatlan 
Literature Company, 1886), V, 105. 

40Thomas Aquinas, Basic Writitfis of Saint Thomas 
Arinas, edited by Anton c. Peglsew fork: Lidom Bouse, 
1 44), I, 131-32. 

41uartin Luther, Werke (Weimar: Hermann Bolaus, 1899), 
XVI, 48-49. 

42John Calvin, Cowntarlea on the Last ~our Boob ot 
Moses Arranged in the Form of a Harmonl, translated from ihe 
f.atln by Cbariea W. Bingham (Grand lap da: Eerdmau, 1950), 
I, 74. 

43Pranz Pieper, Christian Doflitica, translated froa the 
German (st. Louisa Conoordia PiiiiTlng Bouse, 19SO), I, 433. 
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point to Exodus 3:14 to support their concept of God.44 

It is important to see the implications of this influence 

on the interpreter's method. This is not, however, to judge 

the validity of these various cultural overtones but simply 

to point out that they are there and have definite limitationa. 

For example, the concept ot "being" might have great impor

tance within the existentialist's thought-world, but it means 

considerably less to a modern linguistic analyst and very 

likely meant still less to an ancient Hebrew. Therefore the 

interpreter should keep in mind the influence of his culture 

on his method and recognize the inherent limitations which 

culture poses. 

Non-literal Jlethoda 

It is difficult to find a title which accurately $Ub

sumes all the methods noted in this section. In one sense, 

however, they can be grouped together since they all employ 

an exeget 1c·a 1 method which br 1ngs something into this text 

that is not found in the words themselves. Thus the value of 

these methods depends both on the validity of this external 

factor and also on 1'hether this external faotor can actually 

help to bring out the meaning of this text. 

44See for example, E. L. llaacall, He Who Is (London: 
Longman&, Green, and CompanJ', 1943), p. 5. orl Et1811118 
Gilson, God and Philosophy (New Raven: Yale Un varsity Presa, 
1941), p. 4l. . 
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The external taotor of rabbinic methodology ta the aet 

ot implicit or expllott herm.eneutloal rules which range troa 

Bihhel's seven to Jose Ben-Hag11111's thirty-two. By these 

rules rabbinic exegetea oan "validly" draw aeaning troa such 

tacts as the three ~~~~ 's of Exodua 3:14. 4S Some look for 

deeper or hidden meaning in the text and conclude that God ta 

here revealing Israel's future servttude,46 or that the whole 

phrase is simply another of God's naaes.41 Thus, methods are 

employed which accept the text aa it stands but apeoifically 

look tor "deeper" meanings in it. These methods are self

limiting in that there are only certain ways by which these 

deeper meanings oan be found. Thus they do not involve pure 

subjectivism. However, here the quution of the validity ot 

a particular method becomes apparent. Thus a method ia not 

only limited because it is self-contained but also because it 

inherently raises the question of validity. 

Thia method ot the mystics points in particular to the 

problem of validity aa an inherent factor in the uae of any 

methodology. In this approach 1:he method itself ta COlllllOnly 

considered today to be invalid ei11ply beoauae 11: provldea no 

objective aeau by which a tezt can be enainecl. Por ezample, 

45"Exodua" in Jlldraah Babbah, edited by B. Preechlan and 
Maurice Simon, trana1atied 6j s. I. Lebrun (LoDdont The 
Sonolno Pr-, 1938), III, 84. 

48Ibid -· 
4'11btd., p. 85. 
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through a kind of mystic contemplation Swedenborg can con

clude that the first "I am" of Exodus 3:14 retera to "Being" 

and the second to "Coming forth." The first retera to the 

Father and the second to the Son while the co1111DUnioation of 

both leads to the Holy Spirit.48 Such statements point to 

the fact that his method has few if any limitationa. But by 

this very fact the method is useless beoauae it cannot 

delimit the meaning of this passage. 

The method ot noting New Testament analogies also brings 

an "external" into the text. A glance at the introduction to 

this paper will make clear that the present writer :ls not 

opposed to seeing such analogies in God'• revelation in the 

Old Testament. Nonetheless it should be clear that this 

method brings in something beyond the text. Thus the validity 

of even this method must be underatood to depend on the 

validity of the "external." Further, here too ia an inherent 

lildtation. Thia method does not yield the "meaning" ot the 

text itself even if it does point to ita content and aignifi-

canoe. 

One obvious method which la usually overlooked 1f not 

consciously ignored involves the relat1onah1p between the 

particular intel'J)reter•s ezper:leno .. and the meaning he tlndtl 

in the text. Although it la dangerous to suss•t that thue 

48P:manue1 Swedellborl, Arcana Coel•t:la, edited bJ Jolm 
Paullmer Potts (Bew York: sieden6ors foundation, 1915), IX, 
139. 
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external influences determine the meaning of the text, it 1s 

clear that they do set up limitations. For example, it an 

interpreter himself does not believe in God or in atracles, 

the possibility that Exodus 3:14 ts simply a more or leas 

tactual account would not be open for him. Thus one's beliefa 

and experiences are involved in interpretation, and these 

limit the way various methods may be used. 

It is striking that of all the commentators consulted, 

only one made a point to interpret Exodus 3:14 in terms of 

a real experience. Martin Buber in his book Hosea streaaea 

the fact that this passage in particular must go back to the 

personal experience of one man•s confrontation with God.49 

This is not t~ suggest that other commentators denied this 

connection. However, it does point to the fact that a com

mentator's personal beliefs do influence his understanding of 

a particular passage. These beliefs are inextricably bound 

to his methodology and tend to limit the meaning he can see 

in the text. 

Conclusion 

It is difficult if not impossible to note all the exter

nal factors which influence the ezegMia of• particular text. 

The above chapter, however, atteapta to present the main 

methods which have beu uaed, together with the liaitationa 

49 5 Baber, p. 5. 
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involved in each. Thia points to the fact that any further 

attempt to understand this passage must take cognizance of 

those suggestions which have been made and those methods which 

have been employed. Though any of these methods could bear a 

deeper examination, one particular approach will now be devised 

which seems at this point to be most able to clarify the 

relationship between the name and word-play with which this 

paper is chiefly concerned. 



CHAPTER III 

TBE MODIFICATION AMD APPLICATION 

OF THE FORM ANALYSIS METHOD 

The purpose of this chapter is to formulate and apply a 

new method which would clarity speoitically the relationship 

between name and word-play in Exodus 3:14. The method 

which is chosen, however, is only partially new since it can 

best be understood as a modification of the form analysis 

method combined with the parallel passage approach. Since 

the purpose of this method is to examine the possible rela-

tions hip between TI, ~ ~ -. ,.;, ,.: "i\, 1l ~ and the name rr ~ s1 " , 
w: -: ·: ~. •: 

the approach which is chosen is to establish a 11st of pas-

sages where there is a similar relationship between a personal 

name and a vord-play. These passages will then be categorized 

and evaluated, and the conclusions from this method related 

to Exodus 3:14 in chapter four. 

Criteria 

Pora and Structure of Pa•aagea 

Involving Perao1111l Haaea and Word-plays 

The tint step which thia aethod requlra ia to aet up 

oritert1 by whioh those P••••1 .. to be evaluated oaa be 

singled out. The criteria deteralned are as follow&: (1) Tile 
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passage must contain a personal name; (2) The passage must 

indicate the verbal significance of this name. 

Already certain problems are evident. First of all there 

is an element of arbitrariness involved in limiting the eval

uation to personal names. In a listing of the passages which 

describe the giving of names in general, Andrew Key has in

cluded those related to place names.1 Johannes Fichtner in 

an article which stresses the form cf such passages likewise 

includes place names.2 Certainly there are a sufficient num

ber of word-plays on the giving of place names to make this 

an important element in any attempt to understand how the 

name and word-play are related. However, within the limits 

of this paper, these passages will not be examined for two 

reasons. First, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the 

relationship between Exodus 3:14 and the name "Yahweh." 

Though there is a danger in drawing any analogy to the giving 

of this name, it is certainly closer in form to a personal 

name than to a place name. Second, Fichtner has shown that 

there is an easential distinction between the manner of the 

giving of place names and the giving of personal naaes.3 

1Andrew F. Key, "The Giving of Proper Namea in the Old 
Teataaent," Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXIII (1984), 55. 

2Johannea Fichtner "Die Et11101ogiache Atiologle in den 
Namengebungen der Geschlchtlioben Biiober der Alten Teatallellt," 
Vetus Teataaentua, VI (1956), 373. 

3 !!!!!!, • • p. 379 • 
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Thus there is some justification in limiting this study to 

one form. 

A second problem arises through the fact that the very 

style employed throughout the Old Testament often makes use 

of v10rd-plays. 4 ltany of these plays are related to proper 

names even though the connection between the two is not 

explicitly stated. 5 Thus it is often difficult to determine 

which passages actually fit the criteria which have been 

established. For the most part, however, only those passages 

are included which indicate that there is a connection between 

name and word-ploy through a connecting 1?. - ~'! , "~ , or '\ • 
In addition there are a few passages which are included 

because an understanding of the significance of the name is 

necessary ln terms of the context.6 Finally, some passages 

are noted where a name previously explained is later described 

as being given.1 Though these passages do not actually fit 

4see Fichtner, p. 386, for a brief discussion of the 
general love of the Seaitea for word-playe. Alao eee tbe 
examples given in Ed. Konig, St11iat1k 1 Rhetor1k 1 Poetik 
(Lei}.ig: Dieterich'eche Verlagsbub66andlung, 'lbeOdor Welcher, 
1900, pp. 292-93. 

5see examples of this in Genesis 49, particularly the 
plays on t~e uaee Judah, Yerae 8; Dan, verse 15J and Gad, 
verse 19. 

6Tbe latter case la illustrated in such paesagea as the 
giving of the name Benonl, Geneeia 35:18, Ieaac, Geneate 17:19, 
21:3, Moab, Geneaia 19:37, Ben-amai, Genesis 19:38, and perhapa 
Immanuel, Iaalah 7:14, at least 1n teraa of the later contezt 
of Isaiah 8:8-10. 

7see for example, the ualq of Seth. In Gen•l• -l:2S 
a word-play 1• connected nth the aid.as by hill aotber. In 
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the criteria they are included in order to give the complete 

biblical picture of the giving of these particular namea. 

Applying these criteria to the whole Old Testament 

yields the passages noted in the aPt)endiz. Th~ validity and 

oompleteneaa of this 11st may be challenged especially in 

terms of borderline oases. For example. in comparing thia 

list with that of Key there are some important differences. 

Aside from the numerous place names in hia list Key includee 

fourteen name• specifically given but unexplained. Two of 

these are given in the appendix because of the aignifloanoe 

of the people involved: Sarah, Geneaia 17:15, and Benjamin, 

Geneeis 35:18. On the other hand for some reason Key neglect• 

to include Caln, Genesia 4:1 and Peleg, Genesis 10:25. Pur

ther, he does not note several other name• which are doubtful 

in any oaae: llan, Geneaia 5:2, ·Gez"*hom and Ellezer, Exodus 

18:3-4, and Geharaehim, I Chronicles 4114.8 Though each of 

these last four names raiaes a particular queation in terll8 

of whether they meet the criteria, it 18 useful to keep th911 

in mind while evaluating the paaaagea tn general. 

Grouping aooordtng to content 

Though there are uny way~ tn which the paasagea oould 

Geneet• lh3 tt ta reaorded that Adaa naaed hi• Seth. Thus 
both paaaag .. auat be taken into aooount in evaluating tbe 
giving of thta naae. 

8see the llata in Key, pp. &7-59. 
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be grouped, the following division according to content is a 

natural and helpful one. 

One group is the birth passages in historical books. It 

is useful to distinguish these passages from those in the 

prophets Hosea and Isaiah. In his analysis of the giving of 

names Fichtner begins by eliminating the prophetic books.9 

Though the criteria set up by this paper require that they be 

included, the difference in character between these passages 

and namings in the historical books 1s clear and will be 

explained more fully in the next grouping. 

In terms of sheer numbers the passages which are included 

in this first group encompass the vast majority of the word

plays which are examined. 'ftlls simply emphasizes the fact 

that the setting tor IDOSt of the namings is quite naturally 

at birth. Some might be included here which are not birth 

stories in the strict sense but yet flt beat into this cate

gory. Por example, the naminga of Woman or Kan do not relate 

to births in the co111110n •enae. The naming of Benjamin alght, 

strictly speaking, be considered a renaming, although it cer

tainly 1• in a birth contezt. The word-play• at the n.aainga 

of Iaaac, Peleg, Ichabod, or Beriah do not relate directly to 

the cirouutancea of the birth ltaelf. However, the7 do point 

to events which were important at the time of th .. e birthll. 

Thus the birth context, in a wide aeue, surrounds llOllt of 

9Fiohtner, p. 8?3. 
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the naming passages. 

A second group is the birth passages in the prophetic 

books. The namings in Hosea and Isaiah all take place within 

a birth context and are expressed in a form very similar to 

that in the historical books. Thus, at first glance it ia 

difficult to show why they should be separated into a distinct 

group. As this paper prooeeda, however, it will become more 

and more evident that there is a different character reflected 

in these passages. One general observation whioh may be made 

at this point is that they all are intended as more than sim

ple names; they are signs so that the meaning of the names 

themselves play an important part in the context. Thus the 

word-plays on these names also have a different nature. They 

are, in tact, not plays at all, but simple restatements of 

the meaning of these names usually reflecting the very word 

or words in the name itself. One further faot which will 

become increasingly clear is that the name Immanuel consti

tutes an exception to almost any generalization which can be 

made about naminga in the prophets. In tact it could even be 

validly dropped from the liat entirely for there la no ezpllolt 

play on this naae. However, beoauae thla name itaelf ia ao 

important and also the meaning of the name aeema to he reflected 

in the context, it will be dul7 noted. 

Though there are fn renaminga, their very nature requires 

that they be placed into• separate group~ Both the renaalas 

of Jacob aa Israel and Gideon aa Jerubbaal refer dlreotl7 to 
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a particular event which occurred later in their lives. The 

renamings of Sarai and Abram, however, are not so clearly 

associated with a specific event. In taot no reason 1a given 

for the new name Sarah, and the word-play of Abraham is some

what unique in that it points to the future. Thus the only 

consistent factor in renamings is that they ooour after the 

person achieves maturity and are not limited to a specific 

kind of event or context. 

The final group consists of those few passages where the 

naming is by function or circumstance. The names of Eve and 

Geharashim point to the function of the person involved. The 

pun on the name Edom, Genesis 25:30, and Jacob, Genesis 27:36, 

as well as Hagar's naming of Yahweh as "Thou art a God of 

seeing" show that names can also be associated with circum

stances unrelated to a birth context even in the wide sense. 

Grouping according to oharaoteriatic marks 

It is interesting to note first how the passages are 

grouped according to biblical books. One of the 11011t striking 

factors in the 11st of passages is that ao many are found in 

Genesis. Continuing on down the 11•t there are two important 

namings given in Exodus 2, while the references to Gerahom 

and Ellezer in Exodua 18 are added almost•• a parenthet:t.oal 

thought. From that point on, 1:he naaea which turn up seem to 

follow u'> particular counre. The renaming of Gideon•• 

Jerubbaa1 1s of aoae iaportanoe though quite obYioualy not a 

I . 

I 
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birth story. Thus, tor some reason the original naming of 

none of the judges is recorded until the birth ot Samuel. 

Here is a clear naming formula with a lengthy birth narrative 

surrounding it. Next the name Ichabod is also clearly 

explained. Here a man whose personal signi:fioance is unimpor

tant to the biblical account is accorded a relatively complete 

description of his birth. From this point on the naming 

events are of a different nature. The play on the name 

Jedediah is conceptual rather than verbal. Each of the names 

in I Chronicles has a unique aspect; the play on Jabez involves 

a change in the order of the letters; the name Geharashim, if 

it is intended as an individual's name, has a functional 

meaning; and the name Beriah, while fitting well the DBme 

formula, is unique in its position within the other lists of 

names. The distinctive character of the namings in Isaiah 

and Boaea has been noted above. 

It is of some value to go through the list once more to 

see if any other relationships can be seen. Though this in

volves a certain amount of subjectivity, from the point of 

view of quantity and consistency the key passage is the naming 

of eleven of the twelve sons of Jaoob in Genesis 29 and 30. 

On the other hand, from a linear perspective a case might be 

made tor the tact that all theae word-plays are alaply leadlD8 

up to the naming of God in Exodus 3:14, tor from that point on 

the paaaagea exhibit a different character. Prom the point of 

view ot uniqueness the namlnga of Ichabod, Jabez, and Ber1ah 
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could be singled out simply because of their lack of impor

tance as characters in the biblical narrative. It is tempting 

now to draw from these observations and suggest that the usage 

of puns with reference to personal names was a practice 

primarily after. but not long after. the time of Ichabod. 

Thus the significance of the removal of the ark from Israel 

was still strong in the author's mind. From this era he then 

looked back at the history of his people and saw that in terms 

of the current political structure the most important factor 

was the birth of the twelve patriarchs. Though both before 

and after these patriarchs there are important figures who 

also received due emphasis, the author did not consistently 

pun on all names, Note for example that Abel is omitted, the 

pun on Mania not definite, the sons of Noah are omitted, and 

the pun on Abraham is not in a birth story. On the other 

side, the names of Aaron, Joshua,. and the judges, with the 

exception of Samuel and possibly the renaming of Gideon, are 

omitted, From the theological perspective the chief name wae 

of oourse Yahweh. Thus the uniqueness of the naming of 

Ichabod seems to betray a possible historical era in which 

these particular word-plays were made. 

Thia explanation is intended as a tentative one. Cer

tainly the evidence is far from conclusive, and yet the preeent 

writer aeea no better way to make sense out of the taot that 

only certain names are accorded a word-play. There are some 

obvious objections to thia approach: (1) It aa911aea that all 
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the puns are the work of the same man. This ot oourse can 

not be completely true, as can be seen by the use of name

plays in Hosea, Isaiah, and even as late as the Gospel ot 

Matthew. And yet, without attempting to be rigidly consistent 

about this, the present writer feels that there is some reason 

to conclude that the majority of the word-plays were attached 

to specific names shortly after the time of Ichabod. (2) 

Genesis 29-30 does not include all twelve patriarchs, Benjamin 

being left for Genesis 35:18 where it is not explained as the 

others. However, this objection does not eliminate the fact 

that eleven of the twelve births are clearly grouped together 

here in a literary unity, and each one is explained; a tact 

which is unique in the Old Testament. Further, the placing 

of the naming of Benjamin perhaps involves other factors, 

and, rather than de-emphasizing it, its position in Genesis 

35:18 is of a calculated importanae.10 (3) There are naminga 

after Ichabod and after Yahweh. But again this objection 

requires a consistency in the above evaluation which is not 

intended. This writer or writers who shortly after Ichabod 

attached meanings to specific names were not unique nor was 

this method limited to them. 

A second characteristic to be examined is the frequency 

10James Muilenburg, "The Birth of Benjamin," Journal of 
Biblical Literature, LXXV (19SG), 197. 
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ot these passages in souroe atrata.11 Though the purpose of 

this paper is not to prove or disprove the source hypotheaia, 

it must be taken into account both because many commentators 

work with it and because it might help to clarity how the 

passages under consideration relate to one another. A glance 

at the chart of passages makes it apparent that the majority 

of the namings · 1n the Pentateuch are found in the J source. 

Twelve are found in E and eight in P. The significance ot 

this is threefold: (1) Kost word-plays are found in the 

oldest source, J; (2) None are in D; (3) The idea of punning 

on names is not limited to one particular source. 

These observations again point to oonalusiona similar to 

those noted in the preceding section. In an analysis limited 

to the historical books which also includes the giving of 

place names, Johannes Fichtner points out that most of these 

paaaages occur ln sections describing the early part of 

Israel's history. These decreaae in sections devoted to the 

taking ot the new land and almost disappear during the time 

of the monarchy. Thus it ia natural that there are no ape

citio name-~laya in Deuteronomy and few .in P.12 Thia also 

llsee the source division auggeeted in: w. o. E. 
Oeaterley and Theodore B. Robinaon, An Introduction to the 
Books of the Old Testament (Bew York: The iioaliian COllpany, 
1934), pp. 34-38. 'f61a authority 1• used because it for• 
the baala upon which Key'• listing is established. 

19Ptohtner, pp. 375-78. See also the article by B. s. 
Childs, "A Study of the l'oraalat •Until this day,'" Journal 
of Blbllaal Literature, LXXXII 1983), 288. Here Cbli6 
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serves to emphasize that it is the time of the Elohist and 

especially the Jahwist from which Israel's past history is 

viewed. Although not all commentators agree, J can be assigned 

to about the end of the tenth or early ninth century,13 while 

E speaks from the ninth or eighth century.14 Of course, even 

if this dating is correct it says nothing about the antiquity 

of those traditions which are recorded in J and E. However, 

so far the evidence tends to point to the suggestion that 

most of the word-plays on names reflect an early custom 

whose practice gradually died out. These plays seem to have 

been made in an era which is at least post-Ichabod but not 

likely later than the eighth century as a terminus ad quem. 

A third characteristic relates to the one who confers 

the name. In terms of the chart, twenty-three who give the 

names are women, twelve are men, and twelve are given by God. 

Only four of these latter twelve are given by Yahweh and they 

are all in the prophetic books, again an indication of the 

distinctiveness of these namings. 

Strangely enough, even this evidence may help to enlighten 

suggests that the D writer used the formula "until this day" 
rather than the ''etymological aetiologiea," or word-plays, 
of the type noted in this paper. 

13otto Eiasfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction, 
translated from the third German edition by Peter I. Acroyd 
(New York: Harper and Row, c.1965), p. 200. 

14Ibid., p. 203. 
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the question as to when these word-plays were originally 

made. Sven Herner, in a study of the name-givers in the Old 

Testament, concludes that in the older literature names were 

given by the motber.15 Thia point is borne out by a glance 

at the chart which indicates that in the J and E accounts a 

woman always names the child if possible (there was no woman 

to name Eve) with the exceptions of the naming of Noah, the 

renaming ot Benjamin, the naming ot Jlanasaaeh and Ephraim by 

Joseph, and the naming of Gershom by Mo•es. This is further 

supported by the tact that in the P document, which ls 

commonly considered to be the latest, all the naming& are by 

God or the father. In some of the oases noted in the chart 

it is not clear who the name-giver ts. 

Using evidence such as this and capitalizing on the tact 

that there are some naming& in J and Eby the father, Berner 

concludes that both J and E were composed about the same tiae. 

He suggests further that this was a historical period in 

which the custom of the mother giving the namea •• beiq 

altered. According to Berner, this indicates that both docu

ments must precede the reign of Ahab, 869-850.16 He BUpporta 

thia by pointing out that the tWi> aontl by Ahab'• Baal

worahtpping wife, Jezebel, have namea which are ooapoanda of 

1Ssven Berner, "Athalja," Karl Marti, edited by Karl 
Budde (Gieeaen: Alfred T8pelarm, 1118), p. 13'1. 

16Tbeae are the dat• •• given in John Bright, A Biatorz 
of Israel (Pbiladelphi11 The Weatminater Pr••, o.190>, 
p. 467. 
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the name Yahweh; namely, Ahaziah, I Kings 22:40, clearly a 

Baal -.orshipper also, I Kings 22:53, and Jehoram, II Kings 

3:1. These together with the name of the daughter Athaliah 

indicate that Jezebel had not been able to give or alter the 

names.11 Thus the evidence suggests that there 18 more reason 

to date the name-plays in J and E from a period before the 

reign of Ahab. 

One final characteristic is the structure of these pas

sages. It is not surprising that all the passages listed 

have a similar structure, for they all refer to the same kind 

of event. A closer look, however, reveals that there ia a 

similarity between most of them which could not be the result 

of pure chance. Thus there is a certain manner in which the 

naming at a birth was usually described. For the sake of 

simplicity this pattern will henceforth be termed the "naming 

formula." Basically this formula is a8 follows: "she called 

his name! tor, word play on N." 

Before this formula is further examined it must be deter

mined whether one can validly speak of such a construction. 

In terms of the chart there are aoae important nallinp which 

do not fit this tol'lllUla. Obyioualy, the renaminaa vary tor 

they are not inYolved in birth stories. Bowaver, even here, 

in the renamlng of Abrahaa and Israel eapeoially, one oan see 

tracea of the naming toraula. Also, those paaaagee wbioh 

17Berner, p. 140. 
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nppear to be exceptions to the rule, such as Sarah, Zerah, 

and man, can better be described as apocopated forms. They 

do not contain as much information and do not express a clear 

word-play as do the others. All the rest, however, can eas117 

be understood in terms of the general naming formula. 

Evaluation ot the naaing formula 

It would be misleading to suggest that the evidence 

allo\1J'B us to assert that there was a definite for11Ula on 

which the naming passages were patterned. However, it is 

reasonable to speak of such a pattern through an inductive 

look at the varieties of naming passages, for they all tend 

towards a similar structure. Fichtner finds this structure 

best expressed in the naming . of· Gershom by Moses •18 ':{, ~ ~ 1 
• "T • 

:n::711~~~ "))"~~ ·~ ,~~ "'~ i:i0~·; ~a~-1\~. (n~lo) 
Exodus 2:22. In general, the elements of this formula 

include: (1) Some form of ':\•f" ; (2) Th.e subject who doea 

the naming; (3) Some form of 11~ , possibly preceded by 1'~ ; 

(4) The name itself; (5) A conneotive, \:> , )~ -~~, "\ , a 

form of, a~, or a combination of these; (6) A atateaent 

related to the name. 

Those naming paaaages which include all theae eleaenta 

in some form or another inolude Eve, Seth, Noah, Ishmael, 

You-are-a--Ood-of-aeelng, Abraham, Edom, Reuben, Siaeon, LeYl, 

18Ptohtner, p. 379. 
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Judah, Dan, Naphthali, Gad, Asher, Issachar, Zebulun, Joseph, 

Israel, Perez, Manasseh, Ephraim, Moses, Gershom, Samuel, 

Jabez, Beriah, Jezreel, Not-Pitied, Not-my-people, and 

Maher-sbalal-hashbaz. Though this might be considered suffi

cient evidence to speak meaningfully about a naming formula, 

it should also be made clear that few passages follow exactly 

tlle same pattern. Therefore variations also must be noted. 

Since many of the naming passages occur in birth stories 

it is perhaps natural that the majority of them are prefaced 

by the phrase "and she conceived and bore a son," or a vari

ation of this. Perhaps in fact this occurrence is frequent 

enough to include it in the formula. Since, however, the 

fortinlla is inductively determined, it is simply a matter of 

personal preference how it might best be expressed. There

fore, although this preface might well be kept in mind, it 

need not be considered to have a direct influenoe on the word

play in the formula, which is the main concern of this section. 

One of the most consistent .elements of this formula is 

the use of ~'~ • Though it is normally found as a Qal per

fect or imperfect, third person, feminine, singular, in a few 

cases it is expressed as a Niphal, and when the name-giver le 

male it ts, of course, masculine. It is worth noting that in 

four of the five naminga in the prophetic boob the ~,f 1• 

in the imperative. Thia form is not found in other naaiaga. 

The second aost oou1•tut elaent is eoae fora of the 

noun tJ~. Though normally found as ,·flJ and about one-fourth 
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of the time with an !\~ prefix, there are several important 

variations. The plural ending 'tl t'l ~ in the naming of Man ts 
"T • 

unique. Only twice is ~ ~ ~ used, which is not surprising 

since there are only three females who are deemed worthy 

enough for their names to be explained. Of these, the struc

ture of the naming of Eve is somewhat different so that a 

simple 'tl ~ is used. The two times ~ ~ IJ is found ref er to 
T ~ 

Sarah, whose name is not played upon, and Not-pitied, whose 

naming follows the distinctive lines of the prophetic books. 

Of the other minor variations it ahould be noted that only in 

the namings of Cain, Ichabod, Jerubbaal, and Geharashim is 

the ll';I? totally absent. 

One of the more curious elements of the formula is the 

great variety in the use of the conneotive between the name 

and word-play. Most frequent is the conjunction .,::> with a 

form of ,os a close second. Often, in fact, these two words 

are used together. Less frequently a simple waw conjunction 

is used, and four times lR-~~ is found in this key position. 

In his analysis of namea and places, Fichtner points out 

that the formula · X !\~ ;J 1J 'i ~ ~ iJ -0 \P. "; \=>, Y:~ - ) ~ is 

normally associated with place namea.19 Thus ,~-~'! may have 

originally been understood as the. connective to be used in 

place designations and perhaps there is a re111Dant of this 

which can be seen in the naming of Edom, Genesis 25:30. 

19Ib1d. -
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Though it is included in the story of Esau and the red lentils, 

it may show some indication that there was confusion as to 

whether the particular name 0 Edom" should be described as a 

place or a person. Lest too much importance be attached to 

this, however, it must also be pointed out that the other 

three usages of ,~-~~ are found in the namings of Levi, 

Judah, and Dan. Here there is a similarity with the other 

namings of the patriarchs in this section so that these three 

could not be singled out as possibly referring to places. 

Further, there is a distinctive form in the giving of 

names to the patriarchs listed in Genesis 29-30. With the 

exception of the first name, Reuben, and perhaps the last, 

Joseph, the play on the name precedes the giving of the name 

itself in each case. The introduction to the word-play is 

some form of '"l n~ , usually ""\ ri~·Sl • The connective to the 

name then is either 1 ~ - ~ ~ or a simple 'l • nieref ore, because 

there seems to be a general pattern within this gro~p of 

namings and because the '\ and the l ~ -~ ~ seem to be essen

tially interchangeable, there is reason to conclude that in 

these cases the particular connective chosen makea little 

difference. In other words there is no indication that the 

author intends a rigidly interpreted causal connection by 

these words. 

The most c01111on connective used is °'3 • This form la 

used either with an implied or explicit fora of ,o ., to 

indicate a particular exclamation which relates to the name, 
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or by itself it can point to some external fact which has 

something to do with the name. An e.~ample of the latter case 

would l:>e the naming of Eve, where the '~ points to her speci

f ic function, or Peleg, where an external event is described. 

The former case, i n which a form of , Q ~ is i mplicit v,ith the 

~?, is illustrated in the naming of Seth. Genesis 4:25 

states: "and she called his name Seth, 11' st "i? ~ "'2 "n"' "'~ 

" • • • • 

~·: T 

Thus the fact that the statement begins in the 

thi r d person but the word-play is given in the f i rst person 

i ndicates that the "':;, r elates to something which was said. 

A simi lar phenomenon can be seen also in the namings of 

Manasseh and Ephraim. The namings in the prophets, with the 

exception of Immanuel, are also introduced by a ~~ alone. 

However , these too point to an event, albeit a fut ure one. 

Further, both the naming and the word-play are presented as 

an oracle of Yahweh and therefore are introduced by a general 

1 n :\''!I") • .. ' -
The remaining passages either introduoe the word-play as 

something the mother said, as in the namings of Cain, Asher, 

lssachar, and Zebulun, or with an indefinite ··\n ':\ ~ which 

ref ere back to the ;\, ~ for its subject, as in the naminga 

of Noah, Joseph, Ichabod, and Jabez. Sometimes one of these 

forms is joined with a ~~ as for example the namings of 

Gershom, Jabez, Reuben, or Simeon. But in any case there le 

autfioient evideDCe to show that the specific oonneotlve . 

chosen does not conform to any rigid rule. In tact it is even 
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possible to omit it entirely ns in the naming of Joseph. 

Thus no definite conclusion can be stated as to what kind of 

a relationship was intended between the name and its corre

sponding word-play th.rough distinguishing different connec

tives. 

Even an analysis of the meaning of the connectives does 

no't make olear the relationship between name and word-play. 

Though l '? - ~ '! generally is translated "therefore," Brown

Dr~ver-Briggs suggests that this should be understood as a 

~eneral word which simply introduces o statement of fact. 20 

Thus in its four usages in the naming formula it can validly 

be understood as an indication that the name was simply N, 

and that there need not be any special relationship between 

this name and the word-play which precedes it. 

The meaning of ~~ as a conjunction is more difficult to 

express precisely. Brown-Driver-Briggs suggests that after a 

negative, as in the naming of Sarah, ~~ simply means "but." 

That is, "thou shalt not call her name Sarai, ( "~) but Sarah 

shall be her name," Genesis 1'7:5.21 Often ":;> can introduce 

direct narration so that its meaning can best be expressed by 

quotation marks.22 Nonetheless, it can also p~int to a causal 

20Francls Brown, 
editors, A Hebrew and 
Press, 1962), p. 487. 

21Ibid 9 , p. 474. 

22Ibid., p. 471. 

s. R. Driver, and Charle• A. Briggs, 
English Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon 

I 
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relationship.23 The analysis of this word in Brown-Driver

Brtggs closes with the note"'~ is sometime& of difficult 

and uncertain interpretation, and in some passages quoted a 

different explanation ta tenable."24 Therefore the meaning 

ot '~ itself does not lead to any definite conclusion as to 

how the name and word-play are to be related in the pasaagea 

which have been noted. Although a causal relationship may be 

implied, this ia not a necessary ooncluaion which can be 

derived from the meaning of the connectives themselves. 

Therefore the relationship between name and word-play will 

have to be determined by other means. 

In terms ot biblical books, the same conclusions noted 

above when evaluating the giving of names in general also 

applies to the oocurrenoea ot the formula. Structurally there 

appears no real diatlnotion between the fol'IIS noted in various 

books with the possible exception of thoae in the prophetic 

books. Here all of the nallinga, except that of lamanuel, are 

joined by a simple "=? , and both the naae and the explanation 

are presented as statement by Yahweh. 

The other ununal ooutruotion in the naaing of eleven 

of the twelve patriarchs in Geneaie 29-30 ia worth noting 

froa the perspective of the aource bypotheel•. Here the fact 

that the explanation precedes the naae la not at all related 

l3Ib1d. , pp. 423-24. 

24tbid., p. 474. 
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to any division into aourcea. Even the three uses of r?-~ ~ 

are found twice in J and onoe in E. Thu• there aeema to be a 

unity to these word-plays Which oannot be attributed to the 

style of a particular source. Rather, it anything, this 

points to either a style of oral tradition which can be seen 

in various sources, or else, the later influence of a compiler 

who at least had both J and E before him. However, no cate

gorical conclusion may be drawn from this since this same 

formula is found outside the Pentateuch and even as late as 

the naming of Jesus in Matthew 1:21. 

Concluaion 

The purpose ot this preceding section has been to indi

cate, insofar as it is possible, the literary characteristics 

involved in the naming passages. Though it ta dangerous to 

present any conclusions on the basis ot this evidence as if 

they were absolute, there are two general factors which have 

turned up again and again: (1) The word-plays seem to have 

been written in a historical era which, tor the sake of slm

plloity, llight be expreased •• that of the early aonarch:,; 

(2) There ta a definite literary atruoture whioh oan be aeen 

when looking at the naaiag paaaag• as a group. 

The hiatorioal era from which a literary document at ... 

ta difficult to deteraine eapeolally with the blblioal text. 

One reason tor thla la that ·thla text inoludea varioua tradl

tio1111 which coae fro11 different htatorioal perioda. The 
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problem is especially evident in the giving of names, for if 

there is anything which goes back historically to the event 

which is being recorded it la the name itself. The question, 

however, is whether the word-play com.es from this same his

torical event or whether it reflects a later addition. In 

terms of the evidence which has been so tar presented, the 

latter seems to be the case. For example, it has been noted 

that the word-plays are generally found in the book of Genesis, 

and further, that most are in the older sources, J and E. 

Thus there is already some indication that this is not a 

feature which is deemed important in every naming. It is up 

to the composer as to which names are to be described. Also, 

there is indication that word-plays are not found in the style 

of all sources. Therefore the possibility grows that these 

word-plays reflect the stylistic influence of a particular 

era. 

More evidence is suggested by the fact that the names 

chosen to be played upon point in general to the same later 

historical era. For example, the tact that the patriarch.a' 

names are conaistently played on in Geneais 29-30, along with 

the fact that Exodus 3zl4 can be seen•• a linear climax to 

the word-plays, seems to ·1nd1cate that the author sees special 

importance in these naaee. Thus both hiatoricallr and theo

logically the period of the early aonarohy. ia possible. Thia 

is supported by the fact that there are no word-plays at the 

naming at birth of any of the judges until Samuel. Thia 
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together with the evidence that these naming& in J and E 

likely preceded the reign of Ahab tends to limit the majority 

of word-plays to the historical period ar.ound the early 

monarchy. Also the namings of such people as Ichabod suggest 

that these word-plays were composed during a time when the 

removal of the ark was still considered one of the more 

important events of their history. To this might be added 

the fact that both J and E are commonly assigned to the early 

monarchial period as well as the evidenoe suggested by Herner 

that the naming& in J and E reflect an era before Ahab. 

The formula itself also has a bearing on the historical 

question. Aside from the fact that it obviously reflects a 

definite style, there is no necessity to believe that the 

author intended that the word-plays had come from the same 

historical source as the name. There is no clear indication 

that there is a causative relationship intended between the 

name and its word-play. In tact the very lack of consistency 

as to the connective used seems to indicate that this was not 

his concern. Thus one might understand the connective best 

as an indicator of a stylistic or verbal relationship between 

name and word-play rather than a• an attempt to describe the 

original or historical relationship. 

The fact that most of the naming passages reflect a spe

cific stylized character is quite clear. Though the naming 

formula is not• rigid structure, there is evidence of a par

t1oular form to the ezpreasion of the giving of naaea. Thus 
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any attempt to understand the relationship whioh is intended 

between the name and its word-play must take this quality into 

account. 

A stress on style ls not new, although it does reflect an 

aspect of the biblical text which is easily overlooked. 

Guillaume, in an article entitled "Paronomasia in the Old 

Testament," points out that there is an important hermeneu

tioal function involved in noting such stylistic mannerisms. 

For example, the concern which some show to indicate that 

these word-plays are etymologically "false" is, from the 

perspective of style, completely beside the point. In fact, 

Guillaume suggests that everyone for whom these stories were 

originally told knew the "etymological" meaning of the name. 

Thus .the word-plays were not intended etymologically but were 

simply a part of the art of showing other "explanations" . . 

related to the name.25 

Others too have noted the stylistic charactei- of these 

naminga as, for example, James lluilenberg in an article on 

the naming of Benjamin. He points especially to Genesis 29-30 

and notes: 

That an extended period of time has been com.pl'eaaed into 
a stereotyped mold and ordered into a fixed scheme ta 
obvious. {Though there are alight narrative tranaitiona 
and tnaertiona) ••• these in no way alter the character 

2SA. Guillaaae, "Paronoaaaia in the Old Teataaent," 
Journal of Semetic Studies, IX (198,), 282. Sou of the 
ln!erencea here are the preaent writer's but the inaight 
belongs to Guillaume. 
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of the literary forms, which are in a high degree stylized 
to conform to a fixed patterti. The woman conceivee, 
bears a son, utters a sententious saying, ang nameas the 
child in accordance with her fateful words.z 

Thus in order to grasp the significance of the Word as it 

stands one must be open to these factors. Thia is especially 

true of naming passages where the real point cannot be recog

nized apart from an evaluation in terms of the Hebrew language 

itself. Although atylistlo considerations cannot yield the 

whole meaning of the text any more than can a grammatical 

analysis, yet an interpreter cannot avoid an attempt to under

stand these influences any aore than he can thoee of grammar. 

Relationship between Name and Word-play 

Etymology of the name 1tself27 

Before any conclusions can be drawn concerning what kind 

of a relationship the author intended between the name and 

the word-plays which ~ve been noted, the possibility that 

these are in fact etymological explanations must be considered. 

To do this, the possible etymological root of the naae itself 

must first be examined and then evaluated in terllS of the 

word-play which is given. It would be pointless to list all 
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the etymological explanations and suggested origins of the 

various names, for thla ia a study in itself. Some repre

sentative selections will make quite clear the problems in

volved in this quest. 

Despite the fact that all the word-plays make sense only 

in the Hebrew language, there is good reason to believe that 

at least three of the names originally are rooted in another 

language. The clearest of these, according to many comaen

tators la the name Moses. In an article which describes the 

almost staggering problems involved in trying to determine 

the etymological roots of this name, J. G. Griffiths concludes 

that there is no longer any reason to doubt that the name 

Hoses, aa it is written in Hebrew characters, originally comes 

from an Egyptian name of a similar sound.28 Thia point is 

supported in Brown-Driver-Brigp,29 as well as by numerous 

other commentators noted in Griffiths' article. 

Two other names which are often pointed to in teru of 

their foreign roots are Sarai and Abram. Since, however, 

there ia no attempt to make a Hebrew pun out of the change in 

the former name, only the latter one will be conaidered here. 

Albright, in an article which evaluates the naae "Abram," 

concludes that "Abraham" can be underatood as the••• naae 

28J. Gwyn Griffitbll, "The Egyptian Derivation of the 
Name lfoaea," Journal of Near Eaatern Studtea, DI (1953), 231. 

29BrowD, Driver, Brigga, p. 802. 
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in a dialectic Aramaic form.30 This is confirmed by Hicks in 

an article on this name in the Interpreter's Diotionarz of the 

Bible.31 Thus the Hebrew pun on at least these two names 

could not be interpreted as a reflection of the etymological 

significance of their original meaning. 

One other method by which commentators feel they can 

explain the original significance of many names is to trans

late them into a 1:heophoroua title. Thus ''Israel" is explained 

as expressing the hope "El strives (against my enemiea)."32 

Ishmael suggests the petition, "llay God hear."33 Dan and 

Jacob may be from names which were originally theophoroua but 

then abbreviated. Thus Dan might originally have expressed 

the wish "May God judge"34 and Jacob, "God overreaches" or 

"God f ollowa" or ''God rewards," depending on the meaning 

given to the root.35 Whether these particular ezplanationa 

are valid or not, there is evidence to show that many names 

30w. F. Albright, "The Namea Shaddai and Abram," Journal 
of Biblical Literature, LIV (1935), Ida. 

3lt. Hicks, "Abrahaa," The Int9eter•a Dictionarz of 
the Bible, edited by George A. Duitro (ifew fork: Xbingdon 
Presa, 1982), p. 15. 

32Bobert Graves and Raphael Patai, Hebrew Myths: The 
Book of Geneaia (Garden City, New York: Doubleday and CollJ)8ny, 
1Ud4), p. :Hi§. 

33John Skinner, Geneaia, Voluae I of The International 
Crltloal Comaentary (Edinburgh: T and T Clari, i§io), p. 117. 

341bld., p. 387. 

3&tbld., p. 360. 
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of this era were intended to have a theophorous signifioance.38 

A number of the names have been explained as originally 

belonging to foreign deities. For example, it is pointed out 

that Gad is the Phoeneoian god of luck,37 Asher might be 

related to the Canaanite goddess "Asherah,"38 Eve might be a 

hebraicized form of the wife of the Hittite storm-god 

"Heba, ,,39 and Isaachar, which literally could mean "Sakar's 

man," could be related to the Egyptian god of Memphis 

"Sokar. 1140 Even the name Jacob has been found in texts as 

early as the eighteenth century B.C. as a theophoroua name 

meaning "Jacob is God."41 Thus the possibilities increase. 

Even those who try to find relatively sane etymological 

significance in these names are often confronted by many pos

sibilities. For example, Noah, which is explained from-a 1T'l 

seems actually to be closer to 1! :t 1 • 
42 Jacob is connected 

with two meanings, "heel" and "supplanter."43 Simeon might 

36araves, p. 191. 

37&k1nner, p. 387. 

38Ibid., p. 388. 

39Grav•, p. 69. 

40Ibld., P• 118. -
41artght, p. 10. 

42Skinner, p ·. 133. 

43aron, Driver, Bl'igp, p. 784. 
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literally mean the offspring of a hyena or wolt.44 Benjamin 

can either mean "Son ot the right hand" or "Son of the 

South."45 Thus it is hard enough to find the real root fora, 

and even if it can be dete1"11l1ned its specific meaning in the 

naming passage is not always clear. 

The point of this section then is simply to show the 

problems faced by those who search for the "real" etymological 

meanings of these names. Certainly some of these attempts 

tend to be rather farfetched, and in any case the conclusions 

arrived at can hardly carry with them much certainty. Thus 

when the word-plays connected with these names are passed off 

as "popular etymologies," or bluntly discounted as false, the 

whole value in these passages is missed because commentators 

assume theJll to be intended as "true" etymologies. Although 

there may be a value in trying to reconstruct etymologically 

the meani~g of these names, this method ought not be put forth 

aa an explanation of the 1f8)' these names are intended to be 

understood, especially in these naming passages. James Barr 

has pointed out quite well the fallacy in the approach to the 

Hebrew langnage which attempts to recover the so-called 

"original" meanings of words. Though he admits that etymo

logical concerns are evinced in the biblical text the impor

tance here is not et)'IIOl0trical origi1111, but it• hiatory. Tbua 

44Ibid., p. 1035. 

46Ibid., p. 112, 411-11. 
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the etymologizing of personal names can best b·e understood as 

simply a part of the story linked with the literary devices 

of assonance and rhythm which mark this kind of literature.46 

Therefore to stress the etymology of the name itself when 

this has no bearing on the content of the passage 1s not to 

ferret out the "real" meaning but to miss the point. 'l'b.e 

etymological concern of the author 1s not that of ultimate 

origins but can best be understood 1n terms of the story he 

is relating. 

Etymological oorreapondenoe between name and word-play 

In a number of cases the author relates etymologically 

the name and the word-play. To cite a few examples, Peleg 

seems to be taken from ";t ~g , to split, Ishmael from Ytlw, and 

Isaac :from ~ -n 'i • Thus it certainly ia possible for the author 

to suggest a word-play which is etymologically related to tho 

name. In tact this would likely be the first factor to in

fluence him. The question, however, is whether he felt bound 

by this kind of a relationship so that in every case he under

stood his word-play to be the source in an etymological aenae 

for the name. 

Here a few examples will point out that occasionally, 

even when there la an obvious etyaological aeaning in a name, 

the author will deliberately ignore this and create a 

46Jamea Barr, The Seaantica of Biblical La!19age (London& 
Oxford Univenity Praa, o.1961), p. llO. 
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different one. For example, the pun on Noah's name which 

seemingly could be made just as easily and with more etymo

logical correctness with 1t ~ J is instead made with ll Tfl • 

Ishmael, which easily suggests a pun related to "El hears," 

instead speaks of Yahweh hearing with only an allusion to the 

~ i of the name in the preposition ~ ~ • Another example is 

the name Reuben which obviously could be explained as "Look! 

a son." However, the author sees fit to play on 

which only loosely is connected to the 1 ~ ending of Reuben's 

name. The name Samuel also is a good case in point. Liter

olly the author could easily suggest a word-play related to 

"name of El" or "his name is El." But rather he seems to 

relegate the El ending of the name to the ~ in ~ X ~ and 

places the f.l of ~ ".\ ., ~0 before ''Yahweh." Thus it seems 
. • t 

clear that at leaat in these examples the author makes no 

attempt to express the literal meaning of the name. Rather 

he goes out of his way to create a new pun. Therefore it is 

more natural to understand all the word-plays in the nam.ings 

as a literary construction which may in fact relate etymo

logically to the name, but is not intended as any kind of an 

etymological explanation. 

Correapondenoe in form between name and word-play 

In order to substantiate the above ooncluaion a further 

examination of the relationahlp between naae and word-play l• 

neoeaaary in those cases where there is an etyaologtoal 
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connection. One observation which comes through even in 

these passages is that in few cases is the word-play exactly 

the same as the name. Thus the explanation could not, 

strictly speaking, be the source for the name itself. other

wise the name would bear a closer correspondence to this word

play. Just to take one example, note the naming of Dan. Here 

Rachel exclaims, "God has judged me, ".J'1-:'t ." Genesis 30:6 • . - .,. 
Thus if the name had been taken directly from the exclamation 

he would have been called " ·} ~ 1 rather than l J .. 
The only objection to this argument is that there is an 

implicit connection intended which somehow links the exclama

tion to the name in an etymological sense. Thus in the example 

\ ~ could be the Qal perfect third person, masculine, singu

lar of the same root noted in the exclamation. However, 

there is no general rule by which the author seemed to intend 

the name and explanation to be related. Since in fact many 

cases have already been noted in which an etymological con

nection is impossible, it seems best to conclude that the 

point of these passages is not specifically to describe the 

actual etymological origin of the name even by such an implicit 

connection. 

There are a number ot important exceptions, however, 

where the author clearly indicates that the etyaaologloal 

meaning of the name plays an integral part in understanding 

its place in the context. For eza111ple, the changing of the 

name Benoni to Benjamin in Genesis 3S:18 oan only be understood 
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if Benoni is interpreted as "Son of my sorrow." Though a 

word-play is made on neither name, the context requires that 

the first especially be understood in terms of its etymology. 

Otherwise the point of changing the name could not be seen.4'1 

Another name which seems to have exact etymological sig

nificance is the name Isaac. Here, in fact, is the only case 

where the name and the word-play are exactly the same. How

ever this naming sequence is unique in many ways. First of 

all there is no naming formula which incorporates a word-play. 

God simply tells Abraham that he will have a son and that he 

should call his name Isaac (Genesis 17:19). Abraham laughs 

at the whole idea (Genesis 17:17). Sarah too laughs (Genesis 

18:12) and is specifically reproved for it (Genesis 18:13-15). 

fl t the birth and naming in Genesis 21:3-6 Sarah utters a 

statement which puns on the name (Genesis 21:6). Here in fact 

she uses the name -p 1T l '\ in its etymological sense exactly 
- ! • 

in the pun. However, it is perhaps noteworthy that there 1s 

no attempt to suggest that this is the source for the name. · 

Thus in the one exampl~ where it could be shown that the 

exclamation of the mother was in fact precisely the source 

for the name, the author deliberately appears to make this 

47Pedersen notes in thia oonneotion that the Bebren 
would likely know the linguiatic value of a name auch as 
Benjamin. However, the important factor here is not the 
meaning of the name itself but the ideas which are connected 
with it. See Johannes Pedersen, Israel: , Ita Lite and Culture 
(London: Oxford University Preas, i§id), i, ISi. 
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connection impossible. In faot, if anything this passage 

shows that the mother's exclamation 1s m.ade after the name is 

already established. 

One final example where the nam.e and word-play are 

directly related in form. is the nam.ings in the prophets. But 

rather than to deny the general point that the 'WOrd-play does 

not determine the nam.e, these passages simply emphasize that 

they must be taken as a special case. Thus in addition to 

the distinctive qualities of these namings which have already 

been noted, the tact that most of them. have explanations 

which include the name itself in its etymological meaning 

again sets them apart. However, once again the naming of 

Immanuel does not quite fit. The et111ologloal meaning of the 

name does not seem to play an important part in the iaaediate 

context, although Isaiah 8:8 and 8:10 require this ~ind of 

understanding of the name. 

Precedence of the name over the word-play 

With the exception of the nallinp in the prophets, there 

is a distinct possibility that the names themaelves preceded 

the word-plays. That is, the stories which are recorded con

cerning the giving of names are not intended to present the 

actual naming event as it hiatorioally happened. Bather the 

autho~ had before him the name itself and perhaps some inci

dent etch related to that particular birth. l'roa theae he 

created tbe word-play which is recorded. 
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Childs makes this point clear in his analysis of the 

birth and naming of Moses. Here he emphasizes the fact that 

etymologically the name Moses is of Egyptian origin. Thus 

the author of this naming follows the usual pattern and 

derives the name from a loose association of sound.48 There

fore the word-play which is recorded must be understood as a 

later pun on an already existing name. 

Whether this kind of a conclusion can be applied to 

every naming in the Old Testament or not, again a general 

pattern can be seen. Once it is admitted that in most cases 

the exclamation could not be the source for the name and that 

in no case, outside of the prophets, is it intended as an 

exact source for the name, then the conclusion that the name 

temporally precedes the explanation is not only naturai, it 

is required. In tact, rather than casting doubt on the "hia

torioal" validity of what is recorded here in the biblical 

text, one would be forcing this very text to try to cast it 

into a "historical" mold. The question ta not whether the 

text is true or not; it is a question rather of what the text 

is actually saying. Prom this perspective it is clear that 

the author intends the reader to understand theae naming• aa 

word-plays which are baaed on "historically" valid namea, and 

yet are described from a point of tiae after the actual naming 

itself took place. 

48arevard s. Childs, "The Birth of lloaea," Journal of 
Blbl:loal. Literature, LXXXIV (198S), 116. 
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Significance of the word-play 

The queatlon still remains, however, aa to why these 

word-playa were made and what meaning they were intended to 

have. The amnrer to this ta neoeeaarlly incomplete, although 

certain points seem evident. The aost obvious is that many 

of the names did in fact have an etymological meaning, so 

that in speaking of this name it is natural to make alluaion 

to this significance. Further, the analyala in the first 

section of this chapter points to the fact that there waa a 

particular historical era in which plays on names were often 

made. Though it seema that this desire waa gradually loat, 

theee word-play• on certain naaea remain. Why these plays 

were made ia not clear. To some extnt they aeea to be first 

of all simply a facet of the narrative atyle.49 Honetheleaa 

the idea of playing on namea was not lillited to a particular 

documentary source nor can it be coaplete1y limited to a 

particular time span. Rather it see• to ba•e been generally 

practiced around the early yeara of the aonarchy, and it ia 

in thla era that IIOllt of the puna were likely made. For the 

ll08t part these word-play• are lialted to thoae people who 

49Sk1nner, p. xiii, explains the pune •• • aere taaotna
tion on the meaning and origin of names which, he claims, ia 
common aaong primitive people. Barr, p. 109, alao notea that 
etymology plays a notable part in the minds of many religious 
people. But ~hatever their motive, the concern of tbla paper 
ia their meaning. Thia meaning ia not adequately examined by 
ataply toaaing theae word-play• oft•• mere literary tantaay. 
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would have been considered important at thia time. Thus they 

seem to have been primarily a stylistic way to add signifi

cance to the name of someone who was conaidered important. 

Relationahip between Word-play and Context 

Accepting the position that the word-play is a conatruc

tion which has only a loose verbal .connection with the name 

does not say anything about the meaning of this pun. Accord

ingly the next evaluation must be in terms of the aeaning of 

this word-play as it fits into the thought progreaaion estab

lished by the context. 

Word-play and context from the aspect of form 

From the aspect of form and therefore in terms of a 

mean1ncful relation to context, the naaing passages can be 

divided into two nearly equal groups. On the one hand are 

t~oae paaaages which seem forced into context both froa the 

perspective of fora and content. On the other hand there are 

numerous passages where the word-play has a key role in the 

content of the section. Rather than being forced, they seem 

to determine the structure of the oontezt around th•. 

As an example of a passage where there is a clear diatina

tion between the fora of the naming and that of the context, 

Genesis 2:23, the naming of Woaan, may be cited. Even a 

quiok glance at the Kittel text shoWII that this verse ha• a 

poetic atructure whioh diatinguishea it froa both the preoediDS 
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and succeeding context. In terms of content verse 22 deacribea 

how Yahweh takes man• s rib and creates :il'f1 ~ whose "name" ls 
T • 

specifically used. Verse 24 could easily be understood as 

continuing this thought by applying the tact that woman waa 

taken from man's rib with the fact that the two beaome one 

flesh. The pun between w '~ and 1\ ~ ~ then is not necessary 

to the context although it does fit best here by again empha

sizing the oneness between man and woman which the story of 

the rib describes. 

'lbe naming of Eve in Genesis 3:20 indicates another 

aspect of the disparity between the form of the naming and 

the context. The whole preceding context from verse 14 on 

has a poetic structure. Then prosaically verse 20 states 

that the wife was called "Eve" because she is the mother of 

all the living. This verse lacks the poetic structure which 

precedes it. And although the chapter then continues in 

prose, the content of what follo\VII bears no direct .relation

ship to the pun in verse 20. In fact, in teru of the con

text, it makes little sense, for she ls as yet the mother of 

no one. 

Other cases of naming independent of context include 

that of Caln, which, however, haa inherent textual problems; 

the naming of Seth which again is a prose passage following a 

poetic section; the naming of lfoah which breaks the definite 

structured oharacter ot the rest of chapter flvea the naaiac 

of Peleg, also an addition within a geneslogloal listing; and 
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finally a number of the patriarchs listed in Genesis 29-30. 

These, however, will be dealt with below because their forced 

character cannot be seen in terms of form alone. 

On the other side it is worthwhile to note a few examples 

which show a unified structure centering around a naming. 

Here the naming of Beriah in I Chronicles 7:22-23 is one of 

the clearest illustrations of a unified story. This section 

of Chronicles in general contains simply a listing of the 

genealogies related to the twelve tribes. Though these are a 

number of extraneous remarks scattered through these lists 

there are only three names explained and of these only two 

have storiP.s attached to them: the namings of Jabez and 

Beriah. Therefore this naming of Beriah is easily differen

tiated from the wider context. The story itself is organized 

around the evil,~J, which is noted in the pun. As has been 

suggested above, the author oould not have intended this 

phrase as the source of the name if for no other reason than 

that the actual name, i1 ':J ", ~ , has a naturally long hireq 
r . ! 

not found in the pun, n ~ ~ t . Further, the word-play 1 tselt 

shows olear signs of being a literary oonatruotion in that the 

1 pref ix which is necessary to make 1 t a pun makes 11 ttle 

sense and is difficult to express in translation. However, 

this concept of '3 ), whioh the author sees in the name, recalls 

the evil connected with the raid by the men of Gath in which 

Ephraim's son Elead ,ras slain. Thus this word-play is inte

grally connected with the oontext and may even be seen to 
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constitute the central thought around which the story is 

e:,cpressed. 

Other mi:amples may be cited such as the recurring theme 

oi laughter in the naming of Is~ac; the need for context to 

make sense out of the etymological significance of the naming 

of Moab and Ammon; the integral connection in the play between 

the name Edom and the red pottage; the story of the naming of 

Issachar in terms of Leah's deal with the manclraltes; Perez 

~nd the story of his breach; the naming of Moses, Gershom, 

and Jerubbaal. These are cited only to point out that many 

of t he namings ar.e integrally related by form and content to 

the context. 

E:icomples of a unity between word-play and contex·c 

fllthough there is no disparity between the form of the 

many namings and their context, it is well to note some 

examples which indicate -the extent to which these word-plays 

are integrally involved in the thought progression oi this 

oonte~ct. Thus for example, in the puns connected with the 

namings of Manasseh and Ephraim and understanding of the 

general context of Joseph's life is necessary before they 

make any sense. Here, in fact, is an example of word-plays 

which are not directly dependent on the immediate context. 

The first points ·to a forgetting of his former hardship which 

requires a generol knowledge ·of Joseph's life all the way 

back to his troubles with his brothers in their father's 
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house. The seoond also points 1n a general way to the fruit

fulness which had suddenly come upon hia and ia recorded 1D 

the more immediate context. Nonetheless an understanding of 

context even in a rather wide sense is presupposed in these 

word-plays. 

The naming ot Ichabod might also be cited as an example 

of a word-play which depends on the more immediate context 

for its significance. The context indicates that the author 

understood the name to mean "'\~ -not, , '\ )..1-glory, 50 in the 

sense that the glory of Israel, which the ark represented, 

was now gone. Thus, without some understanding of the con

text which describes the capture of the ark by the Philistines, 

the point of the word-play would be lliesed. 

Other example& too could be cited which indicate a rela

tionship between the meaning of the word-play and the context. 

To note but a few, consider the name of Moses and the idea of 

lifting up, Benoni and Rachel's sorrow, Ishmael and God'• 

hearing of Hagar's plight, Abraham as the father of a multi

tude, Isaac and laughter, and Gershoa and the sojourning of 

Moses. Thus, on the one hand there is often a positive rela

tionship between the word-play and its context. 

Examples of dlaparlty between word-play and context 

'!bough it has already been noted aboTe that there are a 

&Onrown, Driver, Brina, p. 33. 
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number of cases in which the form of the naming sets it apart 

from the context, the concern in this section is with a con

ceptual difference. For cample, the names Woman or Eve can 

be understood to fit into the general thought of the sections 

in which they are found even though their form aeta them apart. 

Here, however, examples will be presented which are not dis

tinguishable from context on account of their structure, and 

yet it is clear that the meaning attached to the name does not 

quite fit the thought progression of this context. Thia sit

uation is most evident in the namings in Genesis 29-30. 

In general terms, this section follows Jacob's marriages 

to Leah and Rachel in which it is made ver, clear that Rachel 

is loved more than her sister (Genesis 29:30). Then follow 

the births in which the general theme la the competition 

between the two sisters to have children. At first Leah seems 

to be winning, but· then Rachel gets into the competition 

through her maid Bilhah. Leah also joins in this manner 

through her maid Zilpah, and the episode closes with Rachel 

finally -having a child of her own, Joseph. 

The word-plays which are included in the nalllinp all 

follow the general course of thia story, although aoae fit 

more naturally than others. Por ezample, the word-play on 

Reuben ignores t ta etyaologica 1 aenae, ''Look! a son," to 

stress the affliction n1'3 ( 1) of Leah which the context 

suggests. Thia approach is continued when the ~n '-" aaaoolated 

in the name Siaeon is described aa God's bearing of Leah'• 
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being hated. When the author gets to Levi it becomes olear 

that his plan to explain all the names in terms of this parti

cular context is a difficult .task. In the first place, looking 

at this text literalistically it seems rather \Ulllatural that 

Leah at this point would exclaim that her husband is now 

joined to her. Legally be bad always been joined in the 

sense that he was off-ioially her husband. If the joining 

refers to a new emotional relationship based on closer ties 

between her and her husband, there seema to be no reason why 

this particular birth would elicit this kind of a relation

ship nny more than the earlier ones. In any oase, if this 

were her feeling it seems unlikely she would express it through 

the verb -;t~~. It is not a particularly co111111on word, and in 

fact this is the only place in the Old Testament where it 

refers to the joining of husband and wife. Thus it seems 

moat likely that the author here had a name, "Levi," which he 

was trying to express by means of a word-play in terms of the 

context. Though he succeeded to some extent, the "forced" 

character of the word-play begins to become evident. 

The name of Judah, which includes a word-play based on 

the concept of "praise," is difficult to see in terms of the 

context. Though it would always be natural for a ao1:her to 

praise Yahweh at the birth of any child, there 18 no epeoial 

attempt here to relate this praise to the conflict be'twaen 

Leah and Rachel. Perhaps, however, there is a trad11:1on re

flected here connecting the name "Judah" rith the oonoept of 
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"praise" which required that this relationship be maintained 

in the recording of this naming.51 

In the names which follow, the "forced'' character of the 

word-plays becomes even more evident. In the naming of Dan, 

Bilhah's first child, Rachel exclaims, "God has judged me," 
but then goes on to explain this in terms of the context by 

adding that God has heard her voice and given her a son. 

Thus there seems to be a deliberate attempt to express the 

name in terms of an explanation which fits the context. The 

same is true also in the naming of Naphtali. Here it seems 

as if the author had only one concept with which to work: 

that of "wrestling." So he applied this in a figurative 

sense to the general struggle between Leah and Rachel and 

even goes so far as to picture Rachel as a kind of victor. 

However, here especially, a literalistic interpretation runs 

into mnny problems, for Rachel is not really wrestling with 

her sister; Bilhah is the one having the child; and there is 

no reason for Rachel to think of herself as having prevailed. 

Understood as a literary play based on the name Naphtali and 

a wrestling image, the word-play makes sense. 

The following names, Gad and Asher, are not distinctively 

related to the contextJ however, the names themselves almost 

determine that the word-play be inter .. of "good fortune" 

61see, for example, this same pun in the blessing by 
Jacob of bill sou, Geneaill ,ss1a. 
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and "happiness." The naming of Issachar is preceded by a 

speoial story of Reuben and the mandrakes. Therefore in this 

particular case there does seem to be a relationship between 

the naming and the context. However, even here there is some 

confusion as to whether the "hire," 1 :::>'-" , rela tea to the 

story of the mandrakes, or to Leah's earlier giving of her 

maid to Jacob. The final naming of Zebulun and Joseph in

volve word-plays which fit in as well as possible with the 

context. The naming of Joseph has a unique characteristic 

in that there seem to be two word-plays associated with it. 

The first, based on C'\ -o ~ , fits best into the context by 

stressing that now finally Rachel's "shame" has been taken 

QWay. The second is noteworthy in that the name itself 

E\ O'\" , is reproduced, t) '9"' • The content of this word-play, 

however is strange both because it seems unlikely that at a 

time like this Rachel's first concern would be for another 

son and because it points. forward towards the possibility of 

another birth. Perhaps this second explanation was added to 

indicate that this birth sequence is not complete without 

taking Benjamin into account. 

Context and the question of "history" 

Before attempting to draw any further concluaions from 

the above evidence it is necessary at least to note the 

existence of the "historical" problem. To do this, the 

naming& in Genesis 29-30 Will be considered in terms of their 
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"historical" validity. This particular example is of value 

because proponents of the historico-critical approach have 

used it as evidence for va~ious conceptions of the historical 

and political make-up of Israel. This evaluation will also 

make clear the historical perspective adopted in this paper. 

A discussion of this perspective is necessary because one's 

historical views tend to limit the conclusions which can be 

made in relation to an account such as that recorded in 

Genesis 29-30. 

Broadly speaking, there are two poles exhibited in 

approaching these passages from the historical perspective. 

On the one side are those who tend to interpret a section such 

as the one under investigation as a description of actual 

facts. 52 Thus, for example, the exclamation which Leah makes 

at the birth of Reuben is understood simply as it stands as 

a comment which Leah must actually have made. 83 On the other 

side are those who look behind the words to try to see what 

they actually refer to. Thus, tor example, it is suggested 

thQt Leah and Rachel are actually goddesses, while Leah's six 

sons are Arameans of an earlier Abraham confederacy who never 

settled in Egypt. They are later joined by their cousins, 

the Rachel tribes, together with the tributaries of each, the 

Zilpah tribes and the B1lhah tribes. 'lbe Benjamin tribe, 

52ct. B. c. Leupold, r.tiljtion of Genesis (Columba, 
Ohio: The Wartburc Praa, o. ), PP• 800-ft&. 

53Jbid., pp. 801~1. 
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though titularly also of Rachel, could not claim to be ot 

Aramean stock.54 

This paper attempts to avoid both poles by deliberately 

making no prejudgment regarding the historical factors lying 

behind the texts in question. This is not to ignore the his

torical question, but to suggest that within the methodology 

of this paper it can and should be avoided. If one notes, for 

example, Noth's comments on Genesis 29-3055 and the criticisms 

of Bright56 it is evident that their concern with this passage 

has a different character from that ot this paper. Their 

interest is to describe how this passage fits what they have 

already discussed about the historical sequence of events in 

54oraves, p. 218. 
55Martin Noth, The Historf of Israel, translated from 

the German by Stanley Godman ( ondon: Adam and Charlea Black, 
c.1958), pp. 86-87. Noth in this section is attempting to 
describe the historical development of the twelve tribe •111-
tem. It is interesting that even he suggests in a footnote 
on page 86, "In Geneeie 29:31 these trlbelJ are again grouped 
differently; but this was due merely to the shaping of the 
narrative and ia ot no h1atorioal iaportanoe." 

56John Bright, Early HiatorJ in Recent Blatorf Writing 
(Chicago: Alec R. Allenson, i§SiF, pp. ll5-16. Br~gh~ seems 
to attribute aore hietorlcal yalidity to the aoheae of the 
tribes as noted in Genesis 29-30 than does Noth. (Ct. p. 115.) 
He suggest•, "This scheme, to be aure, represents the final 
and normative clan affiliation. What its exact prehistory was 
we do not know. But it la moat difficult to believe that 
such a picture could possibly have evolved after the settle
ment, or that the clans themaelvea had no existence or oolllllOD 
history prior to that time." (p. 116.) Both, however, make 
clear that they are using this text aa it relates to the~ 
particular construction ot Israel's history. 'lbeir concern 
is not firat of all with its literary origin and aeaning, 
but with their reconstruction of the history of the twelve 
tribe ayatem. 
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the formation of Israel. Thus their first concern is not to 

interpret this section as it stands as a literary unit. This 

same characteristic can also be found in the approach of 

Leupold, who tends to read this text in terms of his histori

cal concerns. But, in limiting this paper methodologically 

to the literary structure of this passage, neither historical 

position need be taken. Rather such a passage as Genesis 29-30 

is viewed "historically" only in terms of the one who wrote 

it. This is the only "historical" concern which would relate 

to this paper, since the methodology which has been adopte~ 

in this chapter primarily deals with the structure of the 

text itself. 

Context aa the limiting factor ot the word-play 

It is necessary next to note the manner by which the 

word-play is described in the context. Here the concern is 

whether the word-plays point to characteristic~ found in the 

literary context, or if they presuppose a particular "histori

cal" perspective. In other words, perhaps the methodology of 

this paper could produce misleading conclusions by not adopting 

a view of history which involves more than the point ot view 

of the author. That ta, in tera ot the example of Genesis 

29-30, perhaps these word-plays cannot adequately be explained 

without either analyzing further the historical development 

of the Leah-Rachel tribes, or from the other perapective, with

out knowing more about the events which actually surrounded the 
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birth events. Therefore, the concern here ia whether the 

word-plays actually make sense in terma of the literary con

text in which they are found, or Whether they actually point 

beyond it. 

It is convenient at this point to distinguish between 

birth and renaming contexts. In the birth stories there is a 

surprising consistency by which the word-play is in terms of 

a birth context or even a preceding story. This ia obvious 

in moat of the namings of the twelve patriaroha and especially 

evident when Rachel names Benoni. The only two exceptions to 

this general rule are the second explanation of the naming of 

Joseph, which may be understood to presuppose Benjamin, and 

the name "Benjamin" itself. In the latter case, however, 

there is no explicit word-play made on the name so that even 

it Benoni is best understood etJlllologically in this context, 

the same need not be said about Benjamin. The second explana

tion of Joseph also need not presuppoae a context in the 

future, for strange as it uy have been, Rachel's concern to 

have another child could be underatood solely from the per

spective of the birth of Joaeph. 

A few other exaaplea will make the point clear. Tbe pun 

on Caln suggests aimply an expraaion by the mother. The 

naming of Seth point• to the preceding context of the death 

of Abel. The naaing of Koah uy oonatitute an exception in 

that it points beyond the birth context. Peles'• explanation 

also suggests a natural phenomenon not related in the prevtoua 
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context. 1t!oab and Ammon, however, can be underatood in tera 

ot the story which precedes the naming. The play on Perez 

relates to a circumstance at the birth aa does that of Jabez. 

The relationship between the others to a birth context has 

already been noted in various places above. Thus, with the 

possible exceptions of Noah, Peleg, and Joaeph, the word-plays 

on the name relate to the birth context as it is described in 

the literary account which precedes. In no case does it point 

to a later characteristic of the person or tribe, and in only 

a few oases does it suggest an event·to which the context has 

not alluded before. Therefore, as a- general rule one can 

conclude that the word-play in birth stories la in terms of 

the literary context surrounding or preceding the birth itself. 

To some extent, renamings are different. Por example, 

the renaming of Abraham which is explained as the "father of 

a multitude .. clearly has future l111pllcations which go beyond 

the context. The naming of Eve, which is not found in . a 

birth context, points to her in a future function not related 

to the immediate or preceding context. But it la difficult 

to draw any generalizationa from these ezampl•, for in the 

renaming of Jacob as Israel and Gideon•• Jerubbaal, the 

respective contexts play an iaportant part in the word-play. 

Pedersen has pointed out that in renaainga the peraon involved 

receives this new name as be la entering a nn phase of his 

lite_li'I Thua lt may be a preceding event Yhioh lead• to the 

S'1Pedersen, p. 2S3. 
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entering of this new phase as in the case of Gideon. Or it 

ma7 be a plan which involves the future, as in the case of 

Abraham. Therefore, although the illllllediate context need not 

determine the content of the word-play associated with the 

new name, in some oases it does. But even in those instances 

where it does not, a different historical perspective, inde

pendent of that of the writer, would not help to interpret 

the significance of that new name. 

Context as a means to understand the word-play 

It has already been noted that an author might use a 

word-play associated with a particular name within the literary 

structure of the context. For exalllple, the idea of laughing 

and laughter is found throughout the story of the naming of 

Isaac. Here also is an example of a unitary relationship 

between name and context. That is, there is but one oonoept, 

laughter, aaaociated with the name in its context. 

However, it is not always the case that the author felt 

bound by only one word-play. Especially the name "Jacob" 

receives several plays on 1t, and in each case this play cor

responds to the needs of the context. Usually the name itself 

is understood etymologioa lly as being related to the root :LP "J 

which means roughly to be protuberant, and henae yields the 

meanings "heel" and ''hilly. ttS8 Thus in the naming of Jacob 

IS8Brown, Driver, Briggs, p. ?84. 
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in Genesis 25:26 the play is on the idea that Jacob was born, 

so to speak, right at the heel of his twin Esau. In faot, he 

is pictured as having grasped Esau's heel and hence is called 

Jacob. Later, in Genesis 2'7:36, the name is again punned upon 

but this time in terms of the new context. By rather devious 

means Jacob has obtained Esau's birthright and here also suc

ceeds in obtaining the blessing which also rightfully belongs 

to his brother. Because of this Esau laments, "Is he not 

rightly named Jacob? For he has supplanted me (~1~~~~) these 

two times." Thus the meaning of ::L.P 1:1 which figuratively can 

mean "to assail insiduously" or "overreach"59 is punned upon 

in a sense conforming to the context. Perhaps this same kind 

of a pun can be understood in Jeremiah 9:4 Where the author 

is warning the reader to beware of his neighbor, who might 

"supplant" him. Hosea 12:3-4 also shows bow the literary 

idea of the pun is used when he describes Yahweh's indictment 

of Jacob by citing the fact that in the womb he grasped the 

heel .:i..~ ~ • He continues here with an allusion to the mean-
•• T 

ing of Israel by stating in the parallel stich that he strove 

"ii -..:\U w1 th God. Thus the style involved in playing on a 
T 'T 

person's name becomes more clear. 

One other example which illustrates the usage of word

plays on proper names as a narrative art oocura in Geneais 49. 

Here, in Jacob's blessing of h1a sons, there are several 

59 • .!!!!!!•, p. 1"1. Also seep. 158 • 
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word-plays on their names though this is not nearly as con

sistently done as it is in Genesis 29-30. However, here again 

Dan is spoken of in bis function a; judge l ':r~, Which reflects 

the same meaning as the pun in Genesis 29:6, but changes its 

significance. The pun on the name Gad in Genesis 49:19 is 

emphasized by three words which are perhaps all derived from 

the same root as the name 1 tself ( , , l) , yet clearly with the 

emphasis of a "raid" or "invasion," rather than "good for

tune." Finally the name "Judah" is again connected with the 

idea of "praise" in verse eight. Thus the making of word

plays is not limited to naming stories. Further there seems 

to be no indication that these plays were limited to one 

particular meaning. And finally, insofar as possible, it 

seems as though the author would relate the word-play to the 

context. 

A Suggestion•• to the Method 

.Behind the COlllp091 -tion of Word-pla711 

It is always somewhat presumptuous to suggest that the 

author's original thought process whioh produced the written 

text as we have it can be discerned. And yet, after noting 

some ot the phenomena which have been discussed in this paper, 

it doea appear possible to traoe a general thought pattern 

which many of the naming paaaag• have in common. Therefore 

in the hope of ahedding additional light on the meaning 

the author intended these paeaagea to convey,• mode of 
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construction will be suggested~ 

In general, the preoedi11g section hes shown that, though 

there are some indications that many naming passages are sep

arable from their context in form, they seem to be related, 

as far as is possible, by means of their content. Even in 

those oases where the pun seems almost forced into the con

text, there is every indication that the author did have this 

context in mind. Thus within the limits which the name it

self creates, context becomes an important means, from a 

stylistic point of view, to understand why a particular word

play was suggested. In fact it is striking that all but a 

few of the word-plays can be understood in terms of the 

literary context which surrounds them. Their content does 

not seem to depend either ~n later "historica1° events related 

to the person they are describing, nor does it indicate some 

"historical" fact ot the birth which is not recorded. 

Therefore the followin, mode of construction is suggested. 

First, the writer of the naming sections had before him two 

determinative factors. One was the· name itself. The other 

was either the story surrounding the naming in a written form, 

without a word-play, or a story, perhaps handed down by oral 

tradition, through which the author could better incorporate 

the word-play he planned to associate with it. 1be first case 

might be illustrated by ''Woman" where it seems as if the author 

added to a context which was already in some sort of written 

form, a word-play which he felt was important in this context. 
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The second could be illustrated by the naming of Beriah, where 

the word-play plays an integral part in the way the whole 

story is worked into a narrative. Thus, as was established 

in the first section of this chapter, these word-plays seem 

to originate in a later era, perhaps that of the early mon

archy. Then, as the next section made clear, these plays are 

not composed as if they were to be understood as the source 

for the name, nor even a scientifically verifiable etymologi

cal explanation. They are simply word-plays which stress 

both the importance of the one named and the artistic ability 

of the narrator. 

Von Rad describes this mode of construction in a similar 

manner as he comments on the naming of the patriarchs in 

Genesis 29-30: 

Apparently there is here a delicate and very free 
etymological game in which the narrator sparkles, but 
which we are aesthetically unable to imitate. We must, 
however, imagine that not the leaat of the charma of 
this p2ssage for the ancient reader, consisted in the 
renewed suspense about how the next name (long faalliar, 
of course) would be etymologically and yet playfully 
interpreted by the narrator. Thae are not, therefore, 
etymologies in the strict sense of the word and do not 
olaia to be. Rather, they are free alluaiou to whioh 
the narrator is inspired by tu names and which the 
hearer• reoeive as ingenious. 

-·60oerbard von Rad, Genest•, tranala ted from the Gerun 
by John H. Marks (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 
c.1959), p. 289. 



CHAPTER IV 

NAME AND WORD-PLAY IN EXODUS 3:14 

The application of the facts noted in chapter three to 

the giving of the name Yahweh in Exodus 3:14-13 may at first 

appear arbitrary. Yet in making this relationship it is 

important to keep in mind the reason why the method of this 

paper was used. It arose through an observation in Exodus 

3:14 that there was some sort of implied connection between 

this word-play and the name "Yahweh" which follows in verse 

15. Second, this method was devised in an attempt to see if 

there was any clue in the other Old Testament namings in

volving word-plays, which would help to make clear the kind 

of relationship intended in Exodus 3:14. Thus, recognizing 

that the relationship was first established between Exodus 

3:14 and thP..se other examples, the application now back to 

Exodus 3:14 will not appear to be arbitrary. 

Structure of Ezodua 3:14 

This evaluation will proceed in terms of the saae general 

outline followed in chapter three. In relation to the 

grouping which was set up according to content, Exodus 3:14 

does not directly tit into any particular category. But 

although it is obviously not a birth atory in the atriot 

sense, there are aiailaritiea. "Yahweh" is pr•ented aa a 
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new name, as it would be in a birth context. It is not a 

renaming based on a former name, os in the example of Abraham, 

nor is it based on a particular event as in the renaming of 

Gideon or Jacob. This latter point may be challenged by 

indicating a connection here to the 1 ~ ~ i1\°\'~ ot verse 12. 

However, the author draws no specific connection to this 

verse, nor is there any indication that there was any former 

name of God which was now changed because of this or any 

other event. Rather, the giving of this name is unique. It 

is not a renaming nor a naming intended as a sign as are 

those in the prophetic books. It is presented as a new name, 

yet it is .distinct in that the one giving the name also 

receives it. 

In terms of characteristic marks about all that can be 

said is that most commentators assign this passage to the E 

source. This does hove eome significance, however, by under

scoring the fact that the best analogies to this passage 

should be in terms of the earlier namings of J or E. Further, 

it suggests that here too perhaps the era in which the passage 

was recorded was that of the early monarchy. Also, from a 

literary point of view, the author may intend this word-play 

to be of special significance sinoe it is the last one found 

in the E listing. In fact, accepting the indication that the 

J naminga in Exodus 18:3-4 are intended in a parenthetical 

sense, a case could be made tor the tact that Exodus 3:14 la 

the last personal nailing in the Pentateuch. However, this is 
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not to deny that this passage is unique and perhaps not even 

intended as a naming which corresponds in any way to the rest. 

On the other hand, this uniqueness may be simply the result 

of the kind of naming which it must be; that is, a self

naming in which the name-giver and the one named is God 

Himself. 

This unique situation may be another reason why the form 

of Exodus 3:14 does not bear any correspondence to the naming 

formula. However, despite this lack, there is some reason to 

suggest that the same kind of a structured relationship lies 

behind this passage. For example, in terms of the naming 

formula, this passage would read: "And Elohim called His 

name Yahweh, for Be said, 'I am who I am.'" However, it is 

obvious that this structure would be both inadequate and mis

leading in this context. It would be inadequate because it 

would seem to imply that God was creating His name rather than 

revealing that which was already known to Him. It would be 

misleading because this formula would call to mind a birth 

context which in this presentation would be wrong. God is 

not being born. Rather, Be is revealing Bis own self

designation to men. Therefore, although there may be the 

aame kind of a relationship between the name and its word

plaJ, it ia understandable why no allusion to the naming for

mula could be made. However, the form of Exodus 3:14 la worth 

examining. 

One of the clearest indications that Exodus 3:14 is 
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intended as a literary expression oan be seen in its corre

spondence in structure to the succeeding verse, verse 15. In 

the first place, both verses can easily be understood as an 

answer to Hoses' question: "If ••• they ask me 'What is 

his name?' what shall I say to them?" To answer this, both 

verse 14 and verse 15 begin with the phrase-a"~~ l ~: , ~ x'!\1 

'tt 'f'O ~ ~ although verse 15 ndds the word , '\ Y • Verse 

14 then continues with the word-play i"\~S'~ , ~ :::=: " ·~-~!) , which 

is necessary before the character of the 'i"\~.~ =:, which follows 

can be correctly understood. Then in verse 14 a connecting 

, !':> ~· ~ \ is inserted to be followed by a phrase which is 

essentially the same in both verse 14 and 15: , ~ -x·~ i"\:> 

:1J~" ~ ~: "~~!'f N ~~ ~~; "}~?.• In verse 14 the word 

'i\ \\' ~. is inserted, while verse 15 asserts, "Yahweh, the God 

of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the 

God of Jacob." Then as if to prevent any possible confusion, 

verse 15 concludes, "this is my name forever, and thus I am 

to be remembered throughout all generations." In this way 

the author makes very clear that tt 'I il' is God's only name. 

Therefore, whatever ~-~· ~ ·~ means, it ts not to be understood 

as the direct answer to Moses• question. There is no reason 

to conclude that ~'fl':\ is intended as a name. Rather, it -· . . . . . . 
seems to belong to that same category as the word-play which 

was noted above in the literary reconstruction of the naming 

formula in terms of thie paaaage. Here, however, as a result 

of the uniqueness of this particular name, the form has been 
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changed, but its character as n word-play is no less evident. 

Instead it seems as though the author deliberately took the 

structure of verse 15 and expressed the word-play in verse 14. 

Then be made very clear for his reader how these two verses 

were to be understood by underscoring that it is the name 

i1 'l.s\°' in verse 15 which is God's name forever. Thus verse 14 

seems to be a deliberately constructed word-play to ndd signi

ficance to this name, based on the form of verse 15. T'ais is 

not to depreciate the value of Exodus 3:14 but simply to 

attempt to understand this text in the form in which it has 

been presented. In tact, this kind of an understanding of 

the text seems to point even more clearly to the importance 

of ''Yahweh" as God's unique and only real "name." In 

Fichtner's analysis, which is especially directed to the form 

of the name-giving passages, he points to Exodus 3:14 with 

this observation: 

Die Formulierung entspricht begreiflioherweise keiner der 
oben besproohenen Formen, da es sich um eine Selbstkund
gebung des Namens handelt. Aber die Tatsache, dass der 
Elohiat bier Jahwe den eigenen Namen "deuten" llsst, ist 
von grundsltzlioher Wichtigheit fUr die Wertung der Namen
gebung Uberhaupt und apeziell des Jahwenamens. Es kommt 
hier--wie in der Verleihung des Namens durch Jahwe an 
einen Menaohen--in beaondere eindringlioher Weise zur 
Anschauung, doss dem Namen ein hohes Gewicht beigemessen 
rird, ja dasa er mit dea yeaen und der Eigenart des 
Benannten indentisch 1st. 

!Johannes Fichtner, "Die Etymologisohe Atiologie in den 
Namengebu-en der Gesobiohtliohen B«oher der Alten Testament," 
Vetua Teatamentum, VI (1956), 386. 
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Thus, even from a literary point of view it is hard to over

emphasize the significance of the fact that the name "Yahweh" 

is "explained." Not only does this serve to emphasize the 

importance of names in general, but it also underscores the 

fact that it is the name "Yahweh" which enables man to speak 

meaningfully and distinctly of the unique and only God whose 

essence is pointed to by this name. 

Relationship between Name and Word-play 

Accepting the position then that Exodus 3:14 is intended 

as a word-play on the name ''Yahweh," the next step is to see 

if this relationship corresponds at all to the relation between 

name and word-play in the naming formula. The brief analysis 

of the "Etymological Method" noted in chapter two revealed 

that several suggestions have been offered for the "real" 

etymological origin of the name ''Yahweh." However, there 

seems to be little reason to believe that the author intended 

such a scient.ifio analysis of his word-play. Strictly speak

ing, il ~ n ~ could not be a source tor the name il, jt' , not 
~ : ~· 

only because the former is a different form of the verb, but 

also because the latter betrays an ancient , which is not 

even hinted at in the word-play. Thus, it appears that 

Exodus 3:14 reveals that same trend noted in other naming pas

sages. First tt ta clear that the name takes precedence over 

the word-play. 'nlat is, the name-play is not intended as a 

source for the name, but rather the word-play is a later 
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construction reflecting the name which was already known. 

Second, the relation between name and word-play is not intended 

as an etymological one. Here the oft-quoted line of Gunkel 

is in order: "etymologies are not acquired by revelation."2 

Finally, here too there seems to be a verbal construction 

from a later, .perhaps early monarohial, historical era. Thus 

this passage too can best be understood as a sign of narrative 

artistry which came from an era in which word-plays were 

employed to add significance to names which were singled out 

for special emphasis. Therefore, the unique character of the 

word-play on Exodus 3:14 reflects not only the uniqueness of 

this particular naming, but further serves to emphasize the 

significnnce of this name. 

Relationship between Word-play and Context 

Once again the question must be asked, however, as to 

why this particular word-play was chosen and what meaning it 

is intended to convey. Thus an analysis in terms of the con

text is required. The relationship between the structure of 

Exodus 3:14 and its context is debatable. Though there is no 

text-critical reason for thinking of this verse as an inser

tion, it has been suggested that because of the content some 

2nermann Gunkel, The Legends of Genesis, translated from 
the Gel"llan edition of i§bi by W. D. Carruth (New York: 
Schocken Boeks, c.1964), p. 30. 
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kind of a textual emendation is required.a However, textual 

emendation may be obviated on the basis of the evidence 

alrendy cited which indicates that there are a number of other 

naming passages which show that their formal structure often 

distinguishes them from the context. This distinctiveness 

serves primarily to show that they are intended as the result 

of a particular style which may be integrally related to the 

context in general or else be distinguishable from it.4 Thus 

Exodus 3:14 also reflects the fact that this passage is 

intended first of all as a stylistic emphasis which is dis

tinguishable from the context and yet based upon it. It seems 

as if the one who described this story of Moses at the burning 

bush felt that nt this point further emphasis was needed. 

Therefore, in the terms of the story which was already before 

him, he added verse 14, basing it on the structure of verse 

15, so that he could aoourately represent the full signifi

cance of this naming. 

Beyond being the likely source for the form of verse 14, 

the context also seems to have been the determinative factor 

in the particular word-play whioh was chosen. As has already 

been noted in both the methods of form analysis and the 

analysis of context, 5 one ot the key concepts which has often 

3sup~a, pp. 9, 10. 

4supra, pp. 67-75, especially the summary remarks on p. 84. 

5Supra, pp. 12, 15. 
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been mentioned in describing the significance of the t\'lo 

occurrences of ':\\) n :\ in this passage appears in verse 12, ·.· : .... 

where God promises Moses -:r~y . , " . j\ '.i1 s • By the method ._. : ... 
employed in this present paper, once again this phrase plays 

a key role. Throughout the context of Exodus 3 God's contin

uing presence with his people is of prime concern. Therefore 

it is natural and s~gnificant thQt the nuthor picks this con

cept to give special emphasis to the naming of Yahweh, by 

ploying on it in Exodus 3:14. 

Once again a tentative suggestion will be advanced as to 

the mode of construction of Exodus 3:14. First, the author 

had before him the same two factors which were noted earlier: 

tbe name itself and the context inn more or less finished 

form. Here in fact it seems most reasonable that the conte..~t 

was even in a written form, for the correspondence to verse 15, 

though it could have arisen through o rigid oral tradition, is 

n1ore easily understood as a literary one. Thus the writer 

created this word-play which was based both on the name and 

the context, and presented it in the structure of verse 15. 

Therefore verse 14 can best be understood as a composition 

whose meaning reflects the author's understanding of the 

naming of Yahweh in this particular context. It is not in

tended either as the etymological origin of "Ynhweh" nor a 

revealed statement as to His "being."6 Rather it is n 

&rbis interpretation is not totally new as can be seen in 
a comparison with von Rad's evaluation of Exodus 3:14. In 
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narrator's ,vay of showing deep respect for the profound i mpor

tance he saw in the giving of this name. 

r,eference to the paranomastic relative clause 'j\.~i)~. -~~' he 
suggests: "Anyone who reads the words cannot but feel that 
they are terse and pregnant. And yet their importance as a 
theological :first principle ought not be overestimated. They 
are only meant to be a promise to men who were in a hopeless 
situation, and this promise employs the rhetorical device of 
playing freely on the derivation of a name, a thing in which, 
as is well known, story-tellers in ancient times love to in
dulge. These etymological puns, which the story-tellers were 
moved to use from time to time, are generally only loosely 
connected with the sound content of the name to be explained 
(Gen. 17:5, 21:6, 27:36, etc.). · The casualness of this etymo
logical interpretation can be seen from the fact that hardly 
any other passage in the whole Old Testament betrays any 
acquaintance with this interpretation given by E of the nnme 
Jahwe." See, Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology, trans
lated from the German by n. M. G. Stalker (New York: Harper 
and Row, c.1962), I, 180-81. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND SOOGESTIOHS FOR lURTBEll STUDY 

In general terms this paper baa been concerned about 

method and the task ot exegesis. It baa explored in a BUllll8ry 

fashion the various methods which have already been applied 

to Exodus 3:14 in order to show the inherent limitationa ot 

any method and with the intent of determining a new one which 

would clarify the relationship between a naae and its word

play. The results of this method were then summarized and 

related to Ezodu• 3:14. On the baaia of this aethod it,,.. 

concluded that Ezodua 3:14 reveals the aaae structured style 

noted in moat of the naming paaaagea. Further the phraae 

l\.~l}:~ ·'?~: ll.~-D ~ aeeu to be I word-play baaed on the naae .. . 
''Yahweh" rather than an etymological explanation of the name. 

Alao thia word-play aeema to have been deliberately conatructed 

Yith the context in llind, both froa the point of vin of the 

form which la baaed on verse lG, and content which ia related 

to verse 12. There ia, however, no pretenae that thia aethod 

baa enabled the interpreter to ezprea• any kind of an "abao

lute mesning" f~r thia p•••age. Kor are the inherent lialta

tiona of the aethod itaelt ignored. Thia aethod aet about to 

ezaaine word-playa, and it ought not be aurprialng therefore 

that the concluaiou are in th•• tel'll8. It ta alao believed, 

however, that thue auggeatio1111 •• to the foftl and 111111:attoaa 
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to possible meanings which oan be aeen in Ezodua 3:14 are 

worth taking into coDSideration in any future attempt to 

understand this passage. 

Finally it should be noted that Ezodua 3:14 was not sim

ply chosen by chance to be only an experiment in methodology. 

On the contrary; this present writer feels that this passage 

is ot such significance that rather than offering this paper 

as the conoluaion to a study it would better be understood•• 

a prelude. The reason tor choosing thia passage was not to 

explain it fully, even it this were posaible. Rather, it waa 

to point up the methodological problem confronting Old Testa

ment exegete& especially. Even in a paaaage with the theolog

ical importance of Exodus 3:14 ezegetea can only speak of 

probabilities and theories. Perhaps this position can never 

be avoided aince it seems a• though the met~odological pro

blem cannot be overcome. On the other hand, this does no~ 

mean we ever have the privilege to avoid trying with all tbe 

means available to grasp and express the significance which 

the text inherently has. 

Thia tat has suggested aeveral areas which deserve 

further exploration. Pirat there is the whole idea of a poe

aible "Raae Theology," underatoocl not just as one aspect of 

the theological perspective of the Deuteronollliat •• von Rad 

baa auggeated,1 bat•• 1 baaic factor in the whole reTelation 

loerhard yon Rad, Studies 1n Deateronoaz, 1:ranalated from 
the Gerun bJ DaTid StilJlter (Londoa: Sci Pr•• 1 1953) , p • . 37 .• 
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ot God in the Old Testament. Emil Brunner, in hta book 

Revelation and Reason, suggests that the real, though often 

hidden, center of revelation in the Old Teatament is the naae 

ot God. "The name is simply the revelation of God a• Person. 

In His word God says what He is, in His name He sa1a who He - -
is."2 Thus "the Old Testament concept of the •name ot God' 

means that the point in all revelation is not merely •some

thing,' or certain truths, but Hinmelf • .,3 Leeuw, in his 

analysis of religion from the perspective of phenomenology, 

underscores another aspect of the fundamental quest to under

stand names: 

What hoe become manifest, in the first place, receives 
a name. All speech oonaiata first ot all in aealp:ll 
naiiliir "the simple use of naw constitutes a form o 

4 thinking interaediate between perceiving and iuglning." 

In this aeue, on the name "Yahweh" hang• the revelation of 

God 1n the Old Teatament. Without this naae whatever acts Be 

did could not be aaalgned to Kia nor o01111Unioated between aen. 

Therefore the theological a:lgnit:loanoe of th:la name bean 

further study. 

Aapeote ot the word-play ltaelt oould also be ezaa:lned. 

2£a11 Branner, ReYelatloa and Reason, tranelated troa the 
German by Olive Wyon (Pb1iadeip6la: The ieatainater Presa, 
c.1948), p. 89. 

3!!!,!!., p. 90. 

'o. van der Leen, ae1111on in Baaenae and .. Dlt•tatloa, 
traulated tro11 the aecond German edition by 3. t. 'liirier 
(Rn York: Harper and aow, o.1983), II, 874. Inoorporated la 
this paaaage la a quote wbioh is cited aa being from lloDougall, 
An Outline of Pazobolop, P• 184. 
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Even it one accepts the position suggested in thia paper that 

these word-plays are a stylistic combination of a name plus 

context, this still does not explain why they were aade. Thus 

a more general analysis of word-plays in the Old Testament 

also would be of value. 

One final area which bears further study is the meaning 

of the words n~_~f ,~~: 'i"'~i)~ the•elves, especially in tera 

of the problem of translating the Hebrew i1'n into meaningful 

English without distortion. Perhaps an understanding of the 

Hebrew concept of reality which i\' ~ may reflect would also 

help to make clear the content which was originally seen in 

the name ''Yahweh." 

Thus the task to grasp the reality conveyed in Exodus 3:14 

and the name ''Yahweh" continues. But a Christian exegete 

ought never forget that this reality has been presented before 

man in Jesus. Bowevers any illumination which Old Testament 

study can shed on the meaning of Yahweh's name ia of value 

to the New Testament believer for his understanding of the 

nature and activity of Jesus Chri•t, Yahweh incarnate. 
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AP~ENDIX A 

Namin3 Formula 

I ~")p ' 
Passage Form I I N~me 

Connec-
tive Word-play Speaker 

3-enesis 
2:23 · :U 3ms 

3:20 

4:1 

4:25 

5:3 

5:29 

10:25 

16 :·11 

16:15 

16 :13-
14 

17 :5 

17 :15 

17 :19 

21:3 

21:6 

19 :37 

19 :38 

U 3ms 

1~ ~ ,~.:-{n 
nw ":) 

' · 

RI 3ms 

,I 3ms ~ (.l \s) :"" 1\ ').' 
: ·: 

1:J \J.I 

~ 3fs 'in\j 'l:,~fl\v" .. '\' : . 
~ l ""l.-1J \J ~ ~ ~ (l \J) '\ ~I . 3ms .. ... .. , : . 

~I 3fs il\"" · "'Cl~ ~~ ~'\'\':\' .... 

NI 3ma 
, neg.) 

~I 2ma f.i A\J -~~ 
,neg.) .,.; ·: 

RI 3fs 

~I 3fs 

~:) 
i"\,.O"';,.' 

'T ~ 'T 

'T 

(the man) 

(the man) 

.,~, 1 g ( Eve) 

1'\~ (Eve) 

( Adam) 

( ,j, ':\) (Elohim) 

.') JP1T1' ( Lamech) 
" -: - ! 

n ;c ~C) ·> -
T: ; • 

( Angel) 

.~braham . ) "'~., ~' (Hagar 
• • 'T 

_, 
Elohim 

· ( Elohim) 

.Abraham 

?tr~ ' Sarah - ~ 

Implicit 

Implicit 

(Lot's 
elder) 

(Lot' a 
younger) 

I 

I 

I 

., 



Passage 

g.enes1s 

25:25 

25:30 

25:26 

27 :36 

29 :32~ · 

29:33 

29:34 

QI 3fEI 

Cc,P 3ms 

QI 3ms 

QP 3ms 

QI 3fs 

'\" Q.P 3ms 

29:35 · QP 3fs 

30:6 

30:8 

30:ll 

30:13 

30:18 

30:20 

30:24 

32:29 

Q.P 3fs 

Q,I 3fs 

Q,I 3fs \n\J>-'.f\~ 
I •.' 

Q,I 3fs 
. . 
'\ O\v 

Q,I 3f a \ ~ \j - 'S\~ . . 

. n\O -·1'\' Q,I 3fs 'I - ••• 

11 

,() ~·" .. ,. .. 
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Name 
1connec-
tive ,'lord-play 

- 11 

Speaker 

they'*

he -0 'i "T~ 

:i: ?. ~-: 

:i?Y' 

-'\ :i.p~:1 he 
Before\ B 

- ~ , ) :l.? ~ " { Esau) ... : : --: -
'\?.,~:'\~ I\i(.l:-i':? . ~~\ 
I • , \ T \ .., 

( Leah) 
...... 1\11 

• • ' "t' : 

11 Yt'llJ/ ro~ "lfl~'-f,\.,. \) c \J . ' .. .... ,. 
· ,,. -'\ · Before .N 

( Leah) 

.. 'i '? '~ f )'\ - ~ rt J ~: 
· .. . fr-1 ~ - ~'! Before N 

( Leah) 

'il·T~~p "1(?~(~ i- ~:ri~ (Leah) 
"' :i"l'~ -~~ Before N 

., 1 ":'I' ") '9·:(~ -tt "I ;J 1 ':'f 
"' '" 1 ~·-i ~ Befo;e TN ... ~~1lf ""~'i'r.\-1t ')~1\?l 

· ··"I -Before N 
:-t it "'\O '>t~ . ~ J;F -ry ~ -

"t' .. -'I ·' Before N 
.) 

"'1Y'f} · 
"J ,,--i\J~ ":;> 
Benir'e N 

1\iJ-:,: , n:{n - .,. •: . . ,. __ , 

Raebel 

Rachel 

Leah 

Leah 

•, :>\J..J.. , ~ ~·r-\ --, " ~ ~~ Leah 
,. 'T : ·t - 1 Before N 

,n:{'S\·,. '"l'Q~ · (Rachel) 
.. Before N 

-in~ ~ ., '"1 ~" 
·· After N 

. .. ~",'=' (a man). , . .,. 
'"Cl\ s\ 'i~X ~ .. ~ 
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·" -- I") Passa3 e '• U \.u Ne.me Qonnec- Word-play Speaker 
Form tive - -·- -.:---1:------·--,1-----+-----{_;.;;.;...;,.,_-+-----i,------t 

~ Q_E:sis 
35:10 

35:18 

35:18 

38:29 

QI 3fs 

Q,P 3ms 

QI 3ms 

38 :30 QI 3ms 

41:51 

41:52 

SXodus 
2 :10 . QI 3fs 

2 :22' 

18:3 

18 :4 

Judges 
6:32 QI 3ms 

~n\J> \}~~-~~ 

~~ n._~~1~ 

~-~H';i .. - · . . 

- 'l 

( Elohim) 

Implicit (Rachel) 

- Father 

YJl·· nn~ unclear ,. T ' - • 

Before· ,N 

" ) "-151 unclear 
• -r -

Before B 

., 1 \JJ Joseph --
"31 <.:)i'\ (Joseph) . - : . 

~~·a ''.? igx°'Sl! ~S11)'~~ (Pharaoh 
daughter) 

"Cl\),~ ,n~ .,::) 
• •' -T • 

'tJ\J , ·;t n ~~ ") 
• •• ._ "-T • 

n-r~"}:-: "~ ·: •; . ~·= 

.~ . (Moses) 

(Moses) 

(Moses) 

~ Samuel 
1:20. QI 3fs \AJ-,n':\' ~~!\Q\s) 

~ ·: .. :.. 

i')\i'\ ~ fl 

\'r.\°l~ui . (Hannah) 

·unclear 

unclea:r 

4:21 

4:22 

QI 3fs 
. : . .. : 

1'l :i~ - '~ , ·nx) , ". --i => 
"T • T 

·rr:o-, x ,<? .. ~·?. ·, 'i '1:) 
T • T 

.U SamueJ 
12 :24 QI 3ms '\ aw --n':\ (David·) 

, ~ . : 
12:25 Q.I 3ms ~ o~ -,-,":\· : . •: lit ,-r.,-" 

~ Chron. 
4:9 QP 3fs 

4:14 

4:23 QI 3ms 

"'I ! • : 

1: - 'tNJTI )i\·l. 
' T -: -

~1~~ i\\s\' 
"'"'t ( Nathan"l) 

1~~~ Mother 

'tI " \J '"'IT • "I - : 

\'\Y'i!l. ( Ephraim) - .... 

,I 
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~ ,p t 

Passage -a \J Name 
•Connec- Word.:.play Speaker 

Form :t ive ~ --. -I:-.,,·· ah 
~Q~ )~ ·Yl8 Ll 7;14 Q,P . 3fE - Implicit (woman) ., . 

8:3-4 QV 2m~ ') r.. \i} . ,no "\::) )1w Yahwen 
v i'l n0 . . - ~ 

Hosea ,; a~ 
.. "r~ 

~ ';'. ':l I t " 1:4 QV 2ms ~~~\) .. ...~ Yahweh 
·: ~ :. . . • .. : i . 

1:6 QV 2ms f-1 O\J nn-n, ~~ "':> "Cl 111~ ··~ Yahweh "I . ... ., .... ... - -: 
;\ 

1:9 QV 2ms \ \'l~ "~~ ~·, ... :) 
"e~ ~~ Yahweh 

I . -

Key to Append1K ~ 

~ - textual uncertainty 

( ) - implied 

L Name 

Q Qal 

N Niphal 

I Imperfect 

p Perfect 

V Imperative 

3 third person 

2 second person 

m masculine 

f feminine 

8 singular 

pl - plural 



APPENDIX B 

Characteris t i c Karks 

~ 

' Ps:i.ssago I N.:1.me Sourc e :Ps.a aas e Name i ,. · ..;ource 

Genesis 
2 :23 Woman J 

Gene.s i s 
25:30 Edom E 

3:20 Eve J 25:26 Jacob J 

4:1 Ca in J 27 :36 J acob E 

4:25 Seth J 29 : 32 Reuben J 

5:3 Seth p 29:33 Simeon J 

5:2 Man p 29 : 34 Levi J 

5:29 Noah J 29:35 ·Judah J 

10:25 Peleg ·J 30:6 Dan E 

16:11 Ishmael J 30:8 Naphtali E 

16:15 I shmael p 30:ll Ga.d J 

16:13- Thou art J 
14 a God of 

30 :13 Asher J 

seeing 30:18 Issachar E 
I I 

17 :5 Abraham p 30 :20 Zebulun J 

17 :15 Sarah .F 30:24 Joseph · E-J 

17:19 Isaac p 32:28 Israel J 

21:3 Isaac p 35:10 Israel p 

21 ;6 I~aac J-E 35:18 Benoni E 

19 :37 Moab J 35:18 Benjamin E 

19 :38 Ben-amm1 J 38:29 Perez J 

25:25 Esau I J 38:30 Zerah J 

,1 



Passase Name 

S-enesis . 
41:51 Nanasseh 

41:52 Ephra.im 

Exodus 
2:10 Moses 

2:22 Gershom 

18 ;3 Gershom . 
18:4 El1ezer 

Judo;es 
6 :32 Jer.ubbaa .. 

J SaQ"!Uel 
1:20 Samuel 

4:21- Ichabod 
22 

ll Samuel 
12;24 Solomon 

12:25 Jedidiah 

1 Ch£.Ql!. 
4:9 Jabez 

4:14 Ge-
harash1m 

7:23 Ber1ah 

Isaiah 
7:14 Immanu-

el 

8 ;3-l-1, Maher-
shals.~~ 
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Source 

E ' 

E 

l 
I 
I 

E 

J 

J 

J 

I 

1, 

' I 

ii 

I 

l 
Pass~se f\ Name Source 

hashbaz 

Hosea 
1:4 Jezreel 

1:6 Not 
pitied 

1:9 Not my . 
people 

The transliteration of 
each name is that of 
The Holy Bible, Revised 
Standard Version. 

The division into sources 
follo~s W. o. E 
Oesterly and Theodo~e H. 
Robinson, An Introduction 
to the Books of the Old 
TestacientfNewYork; The 
Macm11],.an Compa.ny, 1934) 
pp. 34-38. 
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